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INTRODUCTION 
Wetlands occupy about 6% of the world's land surface. Inland freshwater wetlands 
comprise most of these wetlands. The estimated total area of wetlands at the time of settlement of 
the continental United States was 87 million hectares (215 million acres) (Roe and Ayres 1954). The 
two most widespread kinds of wetland systems were the estuarine system, which includes salt and 
brackish tidal marshes, mangrove swamps and interdital flats, and the palustrine system, which 
includes the vast majority of the United State's inland marshes, bogs, and swamps. In the United 
States, more than 90% of wetlands are found in the interior (Gosselink and Maltby 1991). 
The palustrine system has been classified into 3 types: (1) emergent wetland, (2) scrub-
shrub wetland and (3) forested wetland. The most abundant palustrine emergent wetlands of the 
mid-North American continent are known as the prairie potholes (Tiner 1984). The vegetation of the 
palustrine emergent wetland is dominated by plants such as Typha spp., Scirpus spp., Carex spp., 
and certain kinds of grasses. 
Stewart and Kantrud (1971) used water regime, which is identified using vegetational 
zones, to classify prairie wetlands into 7 groups. Each class is identified by the vegetational zone in 




III-seasonal ponds and lakes 
IV-semipermanent ponds and lakes 
V-permanent ponds and lakes 
VI-alkali ponds and lakes 
VII-fen (alkali bog) ponds 








There are also six subclasses based on differences in plant species composition that are correlated 
with variations in average salinity of surface water, and cover type, which represents differences in 
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the spatial relation of emergent cover to open water or exposed bottom soils, are also employed as 
one of the criteria. Natural ponds and lakes refer to wetlands occurring in natural undrained basins 
or kettles. Ponds are arbitrarily defined as natural nonfluvial wetlands less than 20.235 hectares (50 
acres) in area; lakes are larger than 20.235 hectares (Stewart and Kantrud 1971). 
Geologically, there have been a series of glacial advances in the central United States. The 
last continental glacier was the Wisconsinan some 14,000 years ago (Galatowitsch and van der Valk 
1994). There were several glacial substages within the Wisconsinan stage such as the Tazewell, 
and Cary. The Cary Substage marked the last interval of glaciation in Iowa. The Cary Lobe 
advanced into the state about 14,000 years ago, and retreated from the state approximately 13,000 
years ago. The Cary ice extended as far south as Des Moines (Anderson 1983). The glacial retreat 
left a landscape with numerous undrained depressions or potholes, and it has been dubbed a "Swiss 
cheese landscape". Similar landscapes extend through southern Alberta, southern Saskatchewan, 
extreme southwestern Manitoba, extreme northeastern Montana, northern and east-central North 
Dakota, eastern South Dakota, and small portions of western Minnesota and north-central Iowa 
(Stewart and Kantrud 1971). At the time of European settlement, the landscape of mid-North 
America was dominated by prairie. Hence, this region of prairie, which overlaps the Wisconsin 
glacial advance, is known as the prairie pothole country. The Wisconsin Glacier left behind about 
3 million hectares (7.6 million acres) of mixed prairie and marshland. There were up to 200 prairie 
potholes in 2.56 square kilometers (one square mile) in parts of northwest Iowa at the time of 
European settlement (Bishop and van der Valk 1983). 
In Iowa, the prairie pothole region is known as the Des Moines Lobe which is shown on 
geological maps as a big tongue extending from the southwestern border of Minnesota into north-
central Iowa and ends at Des Moines in Polk County. The distinguishing characteristics of the 
Des Moines Lobe landscape, when compared to the surrounding area, are short drainageways, and 
a high water table. Wetlands in this area vary in size and shape, most are smaller than 4 hectares 
(9.88 acres). but a few occupy over 4,000 hectares (9,880 acres) ( Goodwin and Niering 1975). Most 
prairie wetlands are shallow with water depths typically less than 120 centimeters with the highest 
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water level in spring, and the lowest in late summer when they are often dry (Hofstetter 1983). 
Bennett (1938) estimated that there were nearly 2.4 million hectares (6 million acres) of prairie 
wetlands out of the 3.08 million hectares (7.6 million acres) on the Des Moines Lobe. 
In the past, prairie wetlands were regarded primarily as wasteland, a breeding ground for 
mosquitoes and other pests. However, prairie soils are among the most fertile soils in the world, and 
prairie potholes are the most valuable inland marshes for waterfowl production in North America 
(Tiner 1984). In addition, prime farmland, which is the land that is best suited for food, feed, forage, 
fiber, and oilseed crops, (USDA Soil Conservation Service 1992), is very abundant in several 
counties in Iowa. For example, Dickinson County has about 71,000 hectares (176,000 acres) or 
71% of its area as prime farmland, and Wright County has about 120,000 hectares ( 302,000 acres) 
or 82% as prime farmland. Thus, most prairie wetlands were drained by early European settlers. In 
the mid 19th century, natural wetlands were granted to several states in the United States by the 
Federal Government under The Swamp Land Acts of 1849, 1850, and 1860. These acts permitted 
each state to reclaim their swamp and marshland for further development. The Federal Government 
transferred about 26.3 million hectares (65 million acres) to several states by 1954 (Tiner 1984). In 
Iowa, the amount of land granted was 484,180 hectares (1,196,392 acres) (Shaw and Fredine 1956). 
These Federal Acts played an important role in the reduction and transformation of these valuable 
and vulnerable landscapes. USDA wetland inventories in 1906 and 1922 indicated about 376,371 
hectares (930,000 acres) and 148,929 hectares (368,000 acres), respectively (Shaw and Fredine 
1956). Bennett (1938) reported that the amount of prairie marshland in Iowa had been reduced to 
only 20,235 hectares (50,000 acres) by 1938. There were originally 2.8 million hectares (7 million 
acres) of prairie wetlands in North and South Dakota, of which remain about 1.2 million hectares (3 
million acres). About 3.6 million hectares (9 million acres) of prairie wetlands have been drained in 
Minnesota. Haddock and DeBates (1969) estimated that prairie wetlands were lost at a rate of more 
than 13,000 hectares (33,000 acres) annually. 
The estimated wetland area in the 1950's was about 43.75 million hectares (108.1 
million acres), but by the mid 1970's, there remained only 40 million hectares (99 million acres) of 
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wetlands in the lower 48 states, or 40 % of the original wetland cover at the time of the settlements 
(Frayer et a!. 1983). During the 1780's the conterminous United States contained an estimated 89.4 
million hectares (221 million acres) of wetlands (Wilen and Bates 1995). Dahl and Johnson (1991) 
estimated the wetland losses in the conterminous United States of about 185,000 hectares (458,000 
acres) per year from the 1950's to the 1970's, and 120,000 hectares (290,000 acres) per year from 
the 1970's to the 1980's. An estimated of 50 to 55 % of the original wetland area in the 
conterminous United States have been lost since pre-settlement times, and some states such as 
California and Ohio have lost about 90 % of their wetlands (Tiner 1984, Dahl 1990). The conversion 
of wetlands to agriculture use was the largest single cause of wetland loss between the 1950s and 
1970s, about 80 % of the total loss (OTA 1984). The wetland conversions from the mid-1970's to the 
mid-1980's had been attributed 87 % for agricultural use, and 8 % for urban development (Frayer et 
a!. 1983). In early 1980, Bishop (1981) estimated that there were only 10,712 hectares (26,470 
acres) of class III, IV and V wetlands (Stewart and Kantrud 1971) in Iowa. He concluded that more 
than 95 percent of the natural wetlands had been lost. Oschwald et al. (1965) estimated that one-
third to one-half of the Des Moines Lobe had been drained by artificial drainage systems. 
However, in the past few years people's attitude toward wetlands have changed gradually 
because there have been many studies demonstrating that wetlands have many values. The most 
significant pieces of environmental legislation related to current wetland regulatory efforts are the 
Clean Water Act and the 1985 and 1990 Food Security Acts (Farm Bills) (Campbell 1992). Tiner 
(1984) stated that there are 3 basic categories of wetland values: 
1. Fish and wildlife values: fish and shellfish habitat, waterfowl and other bird habitat 
2. Environmental quality values: water quality maintenance, aquatic productivity 
3. Socio-economic values: flood control, groundwater recharge and water supply. 
Even though most wetlands in north-central Iowa, and other parts of the United States, had 
been drained extensively, an important feature of these drained wetlands that has remained is their 
hydric soils. These hydric soils are persistent and remain after wetland hydrology and vegetation 
have been lost. Drained hydric soils can be used to estimate wetland acreages prior to settlement 
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because they retain most of their original characteristics, or change slowly following wetland drainage 
(Cashin et al. 1992, Dahl 1990, Tiner 1990). 
Moorhead (1991) used hydric soils to estimate historic wetland losses in two North Carolina 
counties. This study compared hydric soils data from county soil surveys and the wetlands acreage 
shown on National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps. It demonstrated that soils data were a suitable 
way to estimate historic wetland losses in the area. 
The main objective of this study was to estimate the total area of presettlement wetland of 
the Des Moines Lobe from soil survey data. The basic assumptions are that all the hydric soils 
identified in soils survey represent various presettlement wetland types, and most of the hydric soil 
physical and chemical properties have remained the same since drainage (Tammi 1994). Moreover, 
a comparison of this historical wetland acreage with the NWI wetland inventory data for this region 
would provide the best estimate possible of wetland losses in north-central Iowa. This estimate of 
presettlement wetlands and their losses for each county on the Des Moines Lobe also provides 
useful data for future restoration projects by providing data concerning the relative abundance of 
different types of wetlands in each county. 
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS 
Soils 
The Des Moines Lobe covers almost 2.8 million hectares (6.9 million acres) or almost one 
fifth of the state of Iowa (Simonson et al. 1952) (Figure 1). Thirteen Iowa counties have all their 
land within the Lobe: Boone, Calhoun, Emmet, Greene, Hamilton, Hancock, Humboldt, Kossuth, 
Pocahontas, Story, Webster, Winnebago, and Wright Counties. There also are sixteen other 
counties on the edge of the Lobe: Buena Vista, Carroll, Cerro Gordo, Clay, Dallas, Dickinson, 
Franklin, Guthrie, Hardin, Jasper, Marshall, Osceola, Palo Alto, Polk, Sac, and Worth Counties. The 
Des Moines Lobe landforms range from smooth to irregular plains with 15-30 meters of relief. Its 
surface is covered by loamy till and till-derived sediments with no loess. The most common soils are 
the Hapludolls, which belong to the Mollisol order. Mollisols are mineral soils characterized by the 
presence of thick dark surface horizons, relatively high organic matter, high base saturation, and no 
deep wide cracks in most years. Hapludolls are Mollisols which are not dry for more than 90 
cumulative days per year in most years, and are normally associated with subhumid or humid 
climate. The most common soil association found in the area is the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster with 
big bluestem prairie as its natural vegetation (Griffith et al. 1995). The Clarion, Nicollet. and 
Webster soils are the most extensive in the association. The Clarion catena occupies about 3.1 
million hectares (7.6 million acres) in Iowa, and extends northward into Minnesota (James and 
Fenton 1993). Okoboji and Harps soils are associated with the low-lying Webster soils. Storden is 
associated with Clarion on moderately sloping to steep topography (Soil Conversation Service 1979). 
In soil morphology, the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association reflects topography and water table 
effects on soil formation. This sequence has been referred to in soil studies as a catena, which 
means soil properties are influenced mostly by topography and water table depth, rather than the 
other soil-forming factors (Climate, organisms, and time) (Figure 2). 
These three soils developed from the same type of parent material. glacial till and till-derived 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































morphology is drainage class. Among the three, the Webster soil is the most poorly drained soil 
and occurs on nearly level (0 to 2 percent) slopes with a water table at a 30-60 centimeter depth. 
The Nicollet and the Clarion are more sloping and are better drained. The former has a water table 
approximately 75 to 150 centimeters depth to water table, and the latter has a water table more than 
a 150 centimeters deep (SOil Conservation Service 1975). Moisture regime also reflects the 
topographic differences among these three soils. Webster soils belong to the Typic Endoaquoll 
subgroup in soil classification, with an aquic moisture regime, i.e. a soil that is very wet or a wet soil 
that has been artificially drained. By contrast. the Nicollet and the Clarion are classified, 
respectively. as Aquic Hapludolls and Typic Hapludolls with a udic moisture regime of moist but not 
wet soils. The major morphological differences are in clay and organic matter, and thicker surface 
horizon toward the center of the landscape depresssion (Birkeland 1984). 
Sources of Data 
There were basically four sources of data for this study. The first source was hydric soil 
data obtained from Iowa Soil Information System (I-SOIL) map coverage (Soil Survey Office, 
Agronomy Department. Iowa State University). These data were derived from digitized soil survey 
reports from each county in Iowa. The data were supplied as export files which consisted of acreage 
for each soil map unit in each county. There was no I-SOIL map coverage available for Humboldt, 
Guthrie, and Polk Counties at the time of this study. The hydriC soil acreages from soil survey 
reports were used for these three counties. 
The second source of data for land-use coverage in Iowa was obtained from the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS). This coverage was developed from 1 :250,000 (1 centimeters on the 
map represents about 2.56 kilometers on the ground) USGS GIRAS (Geographic Information 
Retrieval and Analysis System) land use files. The individual 1 :250,000 quadrangles were compiled 
from high attitude NASA aerial photographs, flown from 1975 to 1984. For most of the quadrangles 
in the state of Iowa the data are from 1980-1984. The GIRAS land use codes use the Anderson et 
al. (1976) level II land use and land cover classification system. The land use and land cover data of 
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all 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe were obtained from the 6 following quadrangles; Fairmont 
(date not available), Fort Dodge (1978), Des Moines (1980), Mason City (1978-1982), Omaha 
(1982), and Waterloo (1978, 1983). The year after each quadrangle shows the date of source aerial 
photos, and 1984 was the year of Open File reports (published data). There is very little information 
on how these data were compiled and digitized, thus little is known about the intended accuracy of 
the coordinates, however, based upon the National Map Accuracy Standard for 1 :250,000 maps, the 
best case accuracy would be 127 meters. Visual comparisons with other coverages confirms that the 
accuracy of the coordinates is no better than 127 meters (USGS 1990). 
Land use and land cover maps use a classification system with 9 general categories, but 
there are only 7 general categories in Iowa. The 7 land use categories in Iowa are: 
(1) urban or built-up land (residential; commercial and services; industrial; transportation, 
communications and utilities; industrial and commercial complexes; mixed urban 
or built-up land; other urban or built-up land) 
(2) agricultural land (cropland and pasture; orchards, groves, vineyards, nurseries and 
ornamental horticultural areas; confined feeding operations; other agricultural land) 
(3) range land (herbaceous range land,. includes grasslands; shrub and brush rangeland, 
includes areas grown up in brush, going from pasture to forest; mixed rangeland) 
(4) forest land (deciduous forest land; evergreen forest land; mixed forest land) 
(5) water (streams and canals; lakes; reservoirs; bays and estuaries (probably 
misclassification» 
(6) wetland (forested wetland; nonforested wetland) 
(7) barren land (beaches; sandy areas other than beaches; strip mines, quarries and gravel 
pits; transitional areas) 
The minimal size for all land use polygons is 16 hectares (40 acres), except for urban areas, water, 
confined feeding operations, other agricultural land, strip mines, and transitional areas, which are 4 
hectares (10 acres). The minimal width for polygons is 400 meters, except for urban and water 
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categories which is 200 meters. 
The next source of data was a complete wetland inventory of Iowa by the National Wetlands 
Inventory (NWI), which became available recently in digital format. NWI ditigal wetlands data are 
digitized and distributed as 7.5 minute quadrangles (1 :24,000). The Cowardin et al. (1979) wetlands 
and deepwater habitat classification system has been used in NWI wetland classification. The 
system is hierarchical and divides wetlands and deepwater habitats of the United States into 5 
systems (Marine, Estuarine, Lacustrine, Palustrine, and Riverine), 8 subsystems, 11 classes, 28 
subclasses, and an unspecified number of Dominance Type. The dominate wetland system in Iowa is 
the Palustrine. There are also some Lacustrine and Riverine wetland systems. 
The last source of data was obtained from the USDA Soil Conservation Service, the 1992 
National Resources Inventory (NRI). The 1992 NRI is a snapshot of resource conditions in the 
United States, covering more than 800,000 sample sites nationwide, as of the 1992 growing season. 
It is one of a series of inventories conducted at 5-year intervals. The data base included natural 
resources data from 1982, 1987, and 1992 that focuses on soil, water, and related resources on SCS 
(Soil Conservation Service) farms and non-federal forests and grazing lands (USDA Soil 
Conservation Service 1992). The NRI devides the United States into Major Land Resource Areas 
(MLRA) according to the differences in geography, climate, soils, water resources, and land uses, 
and type of farming. The Des Moines Lobe is a part of MLRA 103, Central Iowa and Minnesota Till 
Prairies (USDA Soil Conservation Service 1981). 
For the soils data, I divided all soil map units into hydric and nonhydric soils following the 
SCS hydric soil lists for the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe. According to SCS hydric soil list, 
some soil map units are considered hydric because of their own soil hydric properties, for example, 
the Okoboji (map unit = 6) is a hydric soil because it is a very poorly drained soil with a frequently 
occurring water table less than 45 centimeters (1.5 feet) from the surface for a significantly period 
(usually 30 consecutive day or more) during the growing season (Soil Conservation Service 1994). 
However, there are some soils, that are not considered hydric by themselves, but are included in 
map units with hydric soils and then the map unit is considered as hydric. For example, the Nicollet 
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(map unit = 55), which is a somewhat poorly drained soil, is not considered hydric, but it is listed as 
a hydric soil map unit because of its hydric inclusions of soils such as Okoboji or Webster. Inclusions 
in soils map units result from the scale of the soil survey maps. A particular soil map unit can 
contain up to 15% soils of another soil series, for example, Alpha loamy fine sand may contain up to 
15% of Beta clay, Beta is an inclusion (USDA Soil Conservation Service 1983). Therefore, two main 
groups of hydric soils were recognized in this study: the first one was true-hydric soils, and the 
second was hydric-inclusion soils. (see Appendix E for the complete list of true-hydric and hydric-
inclusion soils). 
Then I grouped hydric soils from the list into 3 main types of wetlands. The basic assumption 
is that different wetlands have different hydric soils associated with them. Following Stewart and 
Kantrud (1971) and Arndt and Richardson (1989), three groups of wetlands were recognized: (1) 
class I, ephemeral, and II, tempora!)" wetlands; (2) class III, seasonal, wetland; (3) class IV, 
semipermanent, and class VI, fens and sedge meadows, wetlands. Nonetheless, there was one 
group of hydric soils, mostly soil complexes, that could not be linked to a particular group of wetlands 
as mentioned above. For example, the Harps-Okoboji soil complex which consists of two soil series: 
the Harps soil (Typic Endoaquoll) which is associated with group 1 ephemeral and tempora!), 
wetlands, and the Okoboji soil (Cumulic Endoaquoll) which is associated with group 2 seasonal 
wetlands. These hydric soil complexes could not be separated into individual soil map units at the 
scale of the map, therefore, these soils were classified into group 4 in this study. 
The areas of hydric soil were compared to the area of water and wetland from the land use 
and land cover data. I also calculated the proportion of the different land use types (urban : 
agricultural land : range land: forest land: water: wetland: barren land). All the comparisons were 
done by county, and all results are presented in metric units. 
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RESULTS 
1. Data from I-SOIL (Iowa Soil Information System) 
There are estimated to have been at least 1.7 million hectares (4.2 million acres) and 
possibly as many as 2.7 million hectares (6.7 million acres) of hydric soils on the Des Moines Lobe of 
north-central Iowa (Table 1). According to SCS (1993, 1994) hydriC soil lists for the 29 counties on 
the Des Moines Lobe, some soil map units are considered hydric because of their adjacent hydric 
components, which have been designated hydric-inclusion soils. These hydriC-inclusion soils are 
considered hydric in only some counties because the adjacent map units vary among counties. If the 
group of hydric-inclusion soils were to be included with hydric soil areas, the estimated amount of 
hydric soils plus hydric-inclusion soils would be as high as 2.6 million hectares (6.4 million acres) 
(Table 1). These hydric-inclusion soils were counted to be more than half of the hydric soil areas in 
Dallas County, or nearly half in Kossuth, and Polk counties (Table 1). The most extensive hydric 
soil is a hydric soil group associated with class I (temporary) and class II (ephemeral) wetlands 
which cover about 2.1 million hectares (5.2 million acres) (Table 2 and Figure 3). There are 
approximately 390,000 hectares (960,000 acres) of hydric soils associated with class III (seasonal) 
wetlands (Table 3). About 85,000 hectares (210,000 acres) of hydriC soils are associated with 
semipermanent, and fen and sedge meadows wetlands (Table 4). Most hydric soils in this group are 
hydric organic soils (Appendix B). The last group of hydric soils of about 33,000 hectares (81,000 
acres) (Tables 5) is a group of soil complexes, which could not be associated with only one group of 
wetland, for example, the Harps-Okoboji soils, which have their Harps portion associated with 
ephemeral and temporary wetlands, but the Okoboji portion associated with seasonal wetland. This is 
due to the scale of the soil survey map (1: 15,840). Interestingly, the hydric soils of the last group, 
which associated with more than one group of wetlands, in Boone and Sac Counties were made 
entirely of these hydric-inclusion soils (Table 5). On the basis of their hydric soils, the wetlands 
covered approximately 40% of total land area of the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe (Table 6), 
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Table 1. Total hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil areas of the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe. 
County Soil area, excluding Hydric-inclusion soils Soil area, including 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) hydric-inclusion soils 
(hectares) (hectares) 
Boone 62457.70 24375.55 86833.26 
Buena Vista 53224.25 34161.56 87385.80 
Calhoun 83960.57 28299.94 112260.51 
Carroll 48599.91 13453.19 62053.10 
Cerro Gordo 57989.85 35156.74 93146.59 
Clay 54962.81 43324.34 98287.15 
Dallas 42254.94 57426.35 99681.29 
Dickinson 30515.17 26886.71 57401.88 
Emmet 44082.98 26333.05 70416.03 
Franklin 57853.46 24612.00 82465.45 
Greene 67483.16 28121.17 95604.33 
Guthrie 29407.53 12633.92 42041.45 
Hamilton 82967.39 27005.03 109702.43 
Hancock 82889.40 29575.29 112464.69 
Hardin 61627.01 14572.67 76199.68 
Humboldt 54043.23 25691.57 79734.80 
Jasper 26526.34 49634.59 76160.92 
Kossuth 137200.01 62167.75 199367.76 
Marshall 26995.11 59370.16 86365.27 
Osceola 27039.16 32312.47 59351.63 
Palo Alto 66819.61 58827.94 125647.55 
Pocahontas 94943.92 22635.37 117579.29 
Polk 36990.39 34117.02 71107.41 
Sac 42485.50 32598.77 75084.26 
Story 63694.07 27121.89 90815.96 
Webster 104467.41 38741.98 143209.39 
Winnebago 51963.38 14891.32 66854.70 
Worth 45769.78 22245.19 68014.96 
Wright 82380.36 29049.75 111430.11 
Total 1,721,324.38 935,343.28 2,656,667.66 
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Table 2. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil areas associated with temporary and ephemeral 
wetlands. 
County Soil area, excluding Hydric-inclusion soils Soil area, including 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) hydric-inclusion soils 
(hectares) (hectares) 
Boone 52373.48 22817.35 75190.82 
Buena Vista 40227.99 32930.14 73158.13 
Calhoun 69823.74 27804.54 97628.28 
Carroll 14002.09 11923.32 25925.41 
Cerro Gordo 46282.50 35156.74 81439.25 
Clay 39701.18 42954.49 82655.66 
Dallas 33292.74 52761.52 86054.26 
Dickinson 20622.08 25888.86 46510.94 
Emmet 31288.65 25274.23 56562.88 
Franklin 39109.54 23695.96 62805.51 
Greene 49183.83 27504.02 76687.84 
Guthrie 7648.83 11476.89 19125.72 
Hamilton 75270.55 25852.22 101122.77 
Hancock 65386.68 27202.19 92588.87 
Hardin 42294.97 13062.02 55356.99 
Humboldt 44384.66 25691.57 70076.23 
Jasper 2285.07 42502.66 44787.73 
Kossuth 105657.94 58141.01 163798.95 
Marshall 4827.33 53674.40 58501.73 
Osceola 19048.06 32312.47 51360.53 
Palo Alto 53971.33 55530.49 109501.81 
Pocahontas 79881.91 22356.85 102238.76 
Polk 24175.56 28813.83 52989.39 
Sac 24319.77 26147.49 50467.27 
Story 50986.33 23770.71 74757.04 
Webster 93575.65 36803.69 130379.34 
Winnebago 35481.74 14891.32 50373.06 
Worth 33543.75 22245.19 55788.94 
Wright 67947.77 28584.60 96532.37 
















































































































































































































































































Table 3. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil areas associated with seasonal wetlands. 
county Soil area, excluding Hydric-inclusion soils Soil area, including 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) hydric-inclusion soils 
(hectares) (hectares) 
u •• u •• u ••••• uu ..................... u ............... u ......................................................................................................................................................................... 
Boone 7625.91 662.05 8287.96 
Buena Vista 11979.56 1231.42 13210.98 
Calhoun 11985.30 495.40 12480.70 
Carroll 30640.49 1529.87 32170.36 
Cerro Gordo 6657.12 0 6657.12 
Clay 13630.58 369.85 14000.43 
Dallas 8219.43 4664.83 12884.26 
Dickinson 8214.44 997.85 9212.29 
Emmet 6318.11 1058.83 7376.93 
Franklin 13498.08 916.03 14414.11 
Greene 14820.29 617.15 15437.44 
Guthrie 21513.85 1157.04 22670.89 
Hamilton 4311.72 1152.81 5464.53 
Hancock 8358.99 2373.10 10732.09 
Hardin 16494.49 1510.65 18005.15 
Humboldt 7527.02 0 7527.02 
Jasper 13471.64 2735.39 16207.04 
Kossuth 22845.06 4026.74 26871.80 
Marshall 19605.56 3488.38 23093.94 
Osceola 7292.05 0 7292.05 
Palo Alto 10038.64 3297.46 13336.10 
Pocahontas 12315.10 278.52 12593.62 
Polk 12496.33 5303.19 17710.52 
Sac 16677.37 3122.01 19799.38 
Story 11042.40 3351.18 14393.59 
Webster 9892.10 1938.29 11830.39 
Winnebago 8107.62 0 8107.62 
Worth 3258.01 0 3258.01 
Wright 8092.29 465.15 8557.44 
Total 346,929.57 46,743.19 393,672.76 
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Table 4. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil areas associated with semipermanent and fen and 
sedge meadows wetlands. 
County Soil area, excluding Hydric-inclusion soils Soil area, including 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) hydric-inclusion soils 
(hectares) (hectares) 
Boone 2458.32 0 2458.32 
Buena Vista 1016.70 0 1016.70 
Calhoun 2151.53 0 2151.53 
Carroll 3570.98 0 3570.98 
Cerro Gordo 3501.47 0 3501.47 
Clay 1631.06 0 1631.06 
Dallas 149.77 0 149.77 
Dickinson 1678.65 0 1678.65 
Emmet 5971.22 0 5971.22 
Franklin 2031.18 0 2031.18 
Greene 3479.05 0 3479.05 
Guthrie 263.35 0 244.84 
Hamilton 2154.93 0 2154.93 
Hancock 8492.91 0 8492.91 
Hardin 1094.60 0 1094.60 
Humboldt 2131.55 0 2131.55 
Jasper 73.19 4396.54 4469.73 
Kossuth 8697.01 0 8697.01 
Marshall 0 2207.38 2207.38 
Osceola 699.05 0 699.05 
Palo Alto 2809.64 0 2809.64 
Pocahontas 2746.91 0 2746.91 
Polk 318.50 0 318.50 
Sac 1488.35 1229.70 2718.05 
Story 556.73 0 556.73 
Webster 999.66 0 999.66 
Winnebago 8374.02 0 8374.02 
Worth 6088.80 0 6088.80 
Wright 2720.32 0 2720.32 
Total 77,330.94 7,833.62 85,164.56 
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Table 5. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil areas associated with more than one group of wetlands. 
county Soil area, excluding Hydric-inclusion soils Soil area, including 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) hydric-inclusion soils 
........................................................................ {~~!?~~r.~.~). ......................................................................................... ~~.~g~.~.f.~~2. ............... . 
Boone 0 896.15 896.15 
Buena Vista 0 0 0 
Calhoun 0 0 0 
Carroll 386.34 0 386.34 
Cerro Gordo 1548.76 0 1548.76 
Clay 0 0 0 
Dallas 592.99 0 592.99 
Dickinson 0 0 0 
Emmet 505.00 0 505.00 
Franklin 3214.66 0 3214.66 
Greene 0 0 0 
Guthrie 0 0 0 
Hamilton 960.19 0 960.19 
Hancock 650.82 0 650.82 
Hardin 1742.94 0 1742.94 
Humboldt 0 0 0 
Jasper 10696.42 0 10696.42 
Kossuth 0 0 0 
Marshall 2562.22 0 2562.22 
Osceola 0 0 0 
Palo Alto 0 0 0 
Pocahontas 0 0 0 
Polk 0 0 0 
Sac 0 2099.57 2099.57 
Story 1108.59 0 1108.59 
Webster 0 0 0 
Winnebago 0 0 0 
Worth 2879.22 0 2879.22 
Wright 3619.98 0 3619.98 
Total 30,468.15 2,955.72 33,463.86 
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Table 6. The extent of hydric soil areas, excluding hydric -inclusion soil areas, in the 29 counties 
on the Des Moines Lobe. 
County Soil area, excluding Total land area Percent hydric soils 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) (%) 
(hectares) 
Boone 62457.70 145917.67 42.80 
Buena Vista 53224.25 150300.95 35.41 
Calhoun 83960.57 148138.93 56.68 
Carroll 48599.91 147626.49 32.92 
Cerro Gordo 57989.85 148795.83 38.97 
Clay 54962.81 148300.85 37.06 
Dallas 42254.94 153131.50 27.59 
Dickinson 30515.17 104597.46 29.17 
Emmet 44082.98 104231.19 42.29 
Franklin 57853.46 150740.92 38.38 
Greene 67483.16 147892.76 45.63 
Guthrie 29407.53 153510.65 19.16 
Hamilton 82967.39 149464.44 55.33 
Hancock 82889.40 148338.12 55.88 
Hardin 61627.01 147520.03 41.78 
Humboldt 54043.23 112770.24 47.92 
Jasper 26526.34 189611.64 13.99 
Kossuth 137200.01 252228.95 54.40 
Marshall 26995.11 148357.60 18.13 
Osceola 27039.16 103457.41 26.14 
Palo Alto 66819.61 147442.56 45.32 
Pocahontas 94943.92 . 149842.07 63.36 
Polk 36990.39 153205.30 24.14 
Sac 42485.50 149785.08 28.36 
Story 63694.07 148470.13 42.90 
Webster 104467.41 186042.56 56.15 
Winnebago 51963.38 103922.24 50.00 
Worth 45769.78 104009.52 44.01 
Wright 82380.36 150624.17 54.69 
Total 1,721,324.38 4,250,819.43 Mean = 40.49 
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Table 7. The extent of hydric soil areas, including hydric -inclusion soil areas, in the 29 counties 
on the Des Moines Lobe. 
County Soil area, including Total land area Percent hydric soils 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) (%) 
(hectares) 
Boone 86833.26 145917.67 59.51 
Buena Vista 87385.80 150300.95 58.14 
Calhoun 112260.51 148138.93 75.78 
Carroll 62053.10 147626.49 42.03 
Cerro Gordo 93146.59 148795.83 62.60 
Clay 98287.15 148300.85 66.28 
Dallas 99681.29 153131.50 65.10 
Dickinson 57401.88 104597.46 54.88 
Emmet 70416.03 104231.19 67.56 
Franklin 82465.45 150740.92 54.71 
Greene 95604.33 147892.76 64.64 
Guthrie 41293.69 153510.65 26.90 
Hamilton 109702.43 149464.44 73.40 
Hancock 112464.69 148338.12 75.82 
Hardin 76199.68 147520.03 51.65 
Humboldt 77479.31 112770.24 68.71 
Jasper 76160.92 189611.64 40.17 
Kossuth 199367.76 252228.95 79.04 
Marshall 86365.27 148357.60 58.21 
Osceola 59351.63 103457.41 57.37 
Palo Alto 125647.55 147442.56 85.22 
Pocahontas 118543.04 149842.07 79.11 
Polk 69593.21 153205.30 45.42 
Sac 75084.26 149785.08 50.12 
Story 90774.68 148470.13 61.17 
Webster 143209.39 186042.56 76.98 
Winnebago 66854.70 103922.24 64.33 
Worth 63967.96 104009.52 65.39 
Wright 111430.11 150624.17 73.98 
Total 2,649,025.21 4,250,819.43 Mean = 62.32 
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but they covered about 62% of the area if hydric-inclusion soils are included (Table 7). Kossuth 
County had the largest amount of wetlands (hydric soils), about 137,000 hectares (339,000 acres) 
(Table 1). This county is the biggest county on the Des Moines Lobe with about 253,000 hectares 
(626,000 acres) of land area (Appendix C), whereas Webster County has the second highest amount 
of wetlands with about 104,000 hectares (258,000 acres) (Table 1). However, the county with the 
highest percentage of wetlands was Pocahontas County with 63% of its land area covered with 
hydric soils. On the other hand, Jasper County has the lowest proportion of hydric soils (14%) (Table 
6). The addition of hydric-inclusion soils into estimates of wetland areas yields a dramatic difference 
in several counties. For example, the hydric soil area of Palo Alto County increases from 45 to 85%, 
and from 14 to 40% in Jasper County (Table 7). The most extensive hydric soil map unit is the 
Canisteo (507), which covers about 440,000 hectares (1.08 million acres) (Table 8). 
2. Data from USGS land-use coverage 
The total wetland acreage in the prairie pothole region estimated from the land use coverage 
is 13,322.29 hectares (32,918.93 acres). This includes 8,470 hectares (21,596.24 acres) of 
nonforested wetland; dominated by wetland herbaceous vegetation or nonvegetated, and 4,582.99 
hectares (11,322.68 acres) of forested wetland (Table 9). US Geological Survey (USGS) land-use 
coverage of Iowa shows that there is virtually no wetland cover in four counties on the Des Moines 
Lobe area: Boone, Hamilton, Jasper, and Webster Counties (Table 9). The mean area of wetland in 
each of the 29 Iowa counties of the Des Moines Lobe area was estimated as less than 1 % of its total 
land area (Tables 10 and 11). This part, like all other parts, of Iowa has been converted to 
agricultural land for some 100 years. 
The agricultural land cover is approximately 3.8 million hectares (9.4 million acres) (Table 
10), or about 95% of the total land area (Table 11). The county with the most extensive wetland 
cover is Clay County with less than 1% of nonforested wetland, 1,324.33 hectares of wetland out of 
148,300.85 hectares of total land area, or 0.98%. Polk County has the lowest amount of nonforested 
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Table 8. The ten most extensive hydric soil map units. 
Soil map unit Soil phase Area (hectares) 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
507 Canisteo silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 439538.61 
107 Webster silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 368816.45 
95 Harps loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 99569.88 
6 Okoboji silty clay loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes 92506.04 
135 Coland clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 48589.92 
388 Kossuth silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 35719.74 
329 Webster-Nicollet complex, 1 to 3 percent slopes 32425.18 
133 Colo silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 26864.64 
1507 Brownton silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 24666.58 
90 Okoboji mucky silt loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes 21507.42 
wetlands which is a mere 9.58 hectares (23.67 acres). This is possibly because the biggest 
metropolitan area in Iowa, Des Moines and vicinity, is in Polk County. The data from USGS land use 
coverage confirmed that Polk County has the highest urban or built-up land proportion, it has 
23,335.05 hectares (57,660.12 acres) or 15.23% of its total land area, among the counties. 
However, there are other counties which also have very low amounts of non forested wetland cover 
such as Marshall County with 10.18 hectares (25.15 acres) and Pocahontas County with 14.06 
hectares (37.74 acres) (Table 9). 
Almost all of the 29 counties are primarily agricultural land (around or over 90%), except for 
Polk County (75%). Boone County has the highest land area covered with forests, this may be due 
to the existence of the Des Moines River valley. Dickinson County is covered with roughly 6% of 
bodies of water, besides wetlands, and it is because there are two major lakes in this county, Spirit 
Lake and Lake Okoboji. 
3. Data from NRI (National Resource Inventory) 
The estimated hydric soil areas of the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe is 1 .4 million 
hectares (3.4 million acres) on the basis of 3,024 NRI sampling sites. This amount does not include 
approximately 675,000 hectares (1.7 million acres) of hydric-inclusion soils (Table 12 and Figure 4). 
There were about 38,000 hectares (94,900 acres) of water (Table 13). NRI data indicated that there 
24 
Table 9. Wetland areas of the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe from USGS land-use 
coverage of Iowa. 






.. ·S·oone .. · .... · .......... ···················· .. ··············· .. ································0···· .. ···············································0····················· ................................ "0 .. . 
Buena Vista 148.13 131.45 279.58 
Calhoun 0 144.70 144.70 
Carroll 11.94 0 11.94 
Cerro Gordo 100.39 574.41 674.80 
Clay 21.46 1324.43 1345.89 
Dallas 138.83 69.37 207.20 
Dickinson 0 737.79 737.79 
Emmet 0 606.37 606.37 
Franklin 1244.72 544.03 1788.75 
Greene 128.92 225.40 354.32 
Guthrie 105.67 68.63 174.30 
Hamilton 0 0 0 
Hancock 26.34 876.48 902.82 
Hardin 109.89 61.90 171.79 
Humboldt 342.53 0 342.53 
Jasper 0 0 0 
Kossuth 338.02 509.06 847.08 
Marshall 50.08 10.18 60.26 
Osceola 0 16.36 16.36 
Palo Alto 251.87 621.73 873.60 
Pocahontas 527.90 14.06 541.96 
Polk 264.99 9.58 274.57 
Sac 109.48 202.93 312.41 
Story 0 187.44 187.44 
Webster 0 0 0 
Winnebago 25.03 724.77 749.80 
Worth 89.52 621.01 710.53 
Wright 547.27 457.92 1005.19 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 11. Percentage by land use areas of the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe from USGS 
land-use coverage of Iowa. 
County Urban Farmland Rangeland Forests Water Wetlands Barrenland 
Boone 0.01 89.93 0.07 8.92 1.00 0 0.08 
Buena 1.32 96.06 0.26 1.18 0.88 0.19 0.11 
Vista 
Calhoun 0.87 98.68 0 0.08 0.23 0.10 0.04 
Carroll 1.15 98.13 0.03 0.51 0.07 0.01 0.10 
Cerro 3.40 93.58 0 1.00 1.14 0.45 0.43 
Gordo 
Clay 1.27 95.27 0 1.85 0.60 0.91 0.10 
Dallas 1.71 91.56 0.18 5.75 0.50 0.14 0.17 
Dickinson 2.09 91.03 0 0.42 5.63 0.71 0.13 
Emmet 1.29 94.98 0 1.35 1.67 0.58 0.14 
Franklin 1.06 96.86 0 0.68 0.10 1.19 0.11 
Greene 0.66 96.27 0.03 2.59 0.12 0.24 0.08 
Guthrie 0.63 92.03 0.27 5.97 0.38 0.11 0.61 
Hamilton 1.57 95.67 0 2.58 0.13 0 0.05 
Hancock 1.02 97.57 0 0.51 0.11 0.61 0.18 
Hardin 1.55 94.42 0 3.76 0.05 0.12 0.11 
Humboldt 1.05 97.67 0 0.70 0.07 0.30 0.20 
Jasper 1.52 95.87 0 2.40 0.17 0 0.04 
Kossuth 0.85 97.79 0 0.81 0.13 0.33 0.08 
Marshall 2.44 94.45 0.07 2.83 0.08 0.04 0.09 
Osceola 0.73 98.96 0 0 0.20 0.02 0.09 
Palo Alto 0.82 97.28 0 0.32 0.89 0.59 0.09 
Pocahontas 0.68 98.58 0.04 0.01 0.18 0.36 0.13 
Polk 15.23 74.80 0 6.04 2.92 0.18 0.82 
Sac 0.88 97.90 0 0.63 0.31 0.21 0.08 
Story 3.53 93.40 0.01 2.72 0.04 0.13 0.17 
Webster 2.02 91.53 0 5.58 0.14 0 0.73 
Winnebago 1.06 97.54 0 0.37 0.20 0.72 0.11 
Worth 1.12 96.91 0 0.79 0.32 0.68 0.18 
Wright 1.16 97.14 0 0.66 0.23 0.67 0.14 
Mean ~%~ 1.87 94.73 0.04 2.26 0.59 0.32 0.19 
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Table 12. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe from 
NRI (National Resource Inventory 1992) data. 
County Numbers of Soil area, Hydric-inclusion Soil area, 
sampling sites including hydric- soil areas excluding hydric-
inclusion soils (hectares) inclusion soils 
(hectares) (hectares) 
Boone 163 91664.55 25334.22 66330.33 
Buena vista 108 63740.25 18332.91 45407.34 
Calhoun 168 119953.08 34035.27 85917.81 
Carroll 56 30838.14 11614.89 19223.25 
Cerro Gordo 51 24929.52 10077.03 14852.49 
Clay 51 37475.22 12464.76 25010.46 
Dallas 170 90409.98 59774.19 30635.79 
Dickinson 79 50344.68 16228.47 34116.21 
Emmet 95 61433.46 24808.11 36625.35 
Franklin 90 62121.45 19142.31 42979.14 
Greene 117 101094.06 29947.80 71146.26 
Guthrie 26 15823.77 6879.90 8943.87 
Hamilton 115 106638.45 29785.92 76852.53 
Hancock 159 108014.43 31323.78 76690.65 
Hardin 86 58195.86 14002.62 44193.24 
Humboldt 150 81466.11 24767.64 56698.47 
Jasper 11 8377.29 3682.77 4694.52 
Kossuth 236 195712.92 51113.61 144599.31 
Marshall 11 9712.80 1659.27 8053.53 
Osceola 33 17685.39 10198.44 7486.95 
Palo Alto 172 120560.13 60421.71 60138.42 
Pocahontas 123 111373.44 25415.16 85958.28 
Polk 138 53582.28 26103.15 27479.13 
Sac 59 25091.40 7082.25 18009.15 
Story 138 82801.62 31890.36 50911.26 
Webster 143 136424.37 40834.23 95590.14 
Winnebago 72 59167.14 10562.67 48604.47 
Worth 59 27883.83 7203.66 20680.17 
Wright 147 110685.45 30514.38 80171.07 

































































































































































































Table 13. Water-covered area of the 29 counties of the Des Moines Lobe from NRI (National 
Resource Inventory 1992) data. 
county Numbers of sampling sites Water-covered area (hectares) 
Boone 10 728.46 
Buena vista 8 445.17 
Calhoun 12 1052.22 
Carroll 6 242.82 
Cerro Gordo 4 1456.92 
Clay 8 1942.56 
Dallas 11 728.46 
Dickinson 17 6718.02 
Emmet 13 2549.61 
Franklin 10 607.05 
Greene 14 1011.75 
Guthrie 8 1254.57 
Hamilton 10 687.99 
Hancock 16 1659.27 
Hardin. 7 323.76 
Humboldt 15 1133.16 
Jasper 1 40.47 
Kossuth 17 1416.45 
Marshall 0 0 
Osceola 3 242.82 
Palo Alto 11 2063.97 
Pocahontas 14 1011.75 
Polk 24 3804.18 
Sac 4 242.82 
Story 25 2023.5 
Webster 19 2266.32 
Winnebago 8 768.93 
Worth 5 485.64 
Wright 15 1497.39 
Total 315 38,406.03 
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were approximately 153,000 hectares (378,200 hectares) of wetlands in the 29 counties on the Des 
Moines Lobe, that amount more than 50% belonged to the palustrine-system wetland (Table 14). 
The most abundant class of palustrine wetlands is emergent wetland, which is characterized by 
erect, rooted herbaceous hydrophytes, occupying areas of 98,000 hectares (242,100 acres) (Table 
15 and Figure 5). The most extensive classes of riverine and lacustrine wetlands are nonvegetated 
wetlands covering 15,800 hectares (39,100 acres), and 17,900 hectares (44,400 acres), respectively 
(Tables 16 and 17) (See definitions of palustrine, riverine, and lacustrine system wetlands in 
Appendix A). 
4. Data from NWI (National Wetland Inventory) 
There are estimated to be 93,572.29 hectares (231,213.96 acres) of wetland left in this part 
of Iowa according to NWI data (Table 18, Figure 5 and 6). The most abundant wetland system, 
following Cowardin et al. (1979), is the palustrine system, which covers about 63,000 hectares 
(156,000 acres). In the classification system of Cowardin et al. (1979), most of prairie pothole 
wetlands are classified as palustrine emergent wetlands. 
5. Historical wetland losses 
Assuming that all hydric soil areas were formed in wetlands, and that hydric soils have not 
changed their hydric properties since the wetland basins were drained, I estimate that there were 
approximately 1.7 million hectares ( 4.25 million acres) of prairie wetlands in the 29 counties on the 
Des Moines Lobe. If the hydric-inclusion soils are included with the hydric soil area, the 
presettlement wetland areas could have been as high as 2.65 million hectares (6.56 million acres). 
Bennett (1938) estimated that there were nearly 2.4 million hectares (6 million acres) of prairie 
wetlands in this part of Iowa historically. The estimated presettlement wetlands were compared to 
existing wetland inventory data to evaluate historical wetland losses (Figures 7 and 8). 
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Table 14. Wetland area, following Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification system, of the 29 
counties on the Des Moines Lobe from NRI (National Resource Inventory 1992) data. 
County Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total 
wetland system wetland system wetland system (hectares) 
(hectares) (hectares) (hectares) 
Boone 8903.40 566.58 80.94 9550.92 
Buena vista 2832.90 364.23 0 3197.13 
Calhoun 4208.88 485.64 526.11 5220.63 
Carroll 445.17 161.88 40.47 647.52 
Cerro Gordo 0 1456.92 0 1456.92 
Clay 5301.57 1497.39 0 6798.96 
Dallas 2063.97 485.64 0 2549.61 
Dickinson 7446.48 121.41 6596.61 14164.50 
Emmet 2387.73 364.23 2185.38 4937.34 
Franklin 9429.51 526.11 161.88 10117.50 
Greene 9267.63 687.99 283.29 10238.91 
Guthrie 2104.44 242.82 849.87 3197.13 
Hamilton 5382.51 404.70 283.29 6070.50 
Hancock 283.29 849.87 526.11 1659.27 
Hardin 1821.15 323.76 0 2144.91 
Humboldt 6353.79 121.41 566.58 7041.78 
Jasper 768.93 0 0 768.93 
Kossuth 1011.75 1416.45 0 2428.20 
Marshall 1011.75 0 0 1011.75 
Osceola 566.58 40.47 161.88 768.93 
Palo Alto 9955.62 445.17 1618.8 12019.59 
Pocahontas 8215.41 687.99 323.76 9227.16 
Polk 3439.95 728.46 3075.72 7244.13 
Sac 7203.66 242.82 0 7446.48 
Story 2630.55 728.46 930.81 4289.82 
Webster 3763.71 1780.68 0 5544.39 
Winnebago 3763.71 607.05 0 4370.76 
Worth 3237.60 485.64 0 3723.24 
Wright 3804.18 1416.45 0 5220.63 
Total 117,605.82 17,240.22 18,211.50 153,057.54 
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Table 15. Palustrine wetland-system area, following Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification 
system, from NRI (National Resource Inventory 1992) data. 
County Palustrine Palustrine Nonvegetated or Total 
forested wetlands emergent wetlands other palustrine (hectares) 
(hectares) (hectares) wetlands 
(hectares) 
Boone 566.58 8255.88 80.94 8903.40 
Buena vista 0 2751.96 80.94 2832.90 
Calhoun 0 4168.41 40.47 4208.88 
Carroll 0 404.70 40.47 445.17 
Cerro Gordo 0 0 0 0 
Clay 0 4856.40 445.17 530'1.57 
Dallas 1173.63 647.52 242.82 2063.97 
Dickinson 0 7446.48 0 7446.48 
Emmet 526.11 1861.62 0 2387.73 
Franklin 607.05 6232.38 2590.08 9429.51 
Greene 2387.73 6879.90 0 9267.63 
Guthrie 0 1942.56 161.88 2104.44 
Hamilton 0 5382.51 0 5382.51 
Hancock 0 0 283.29 283.29 
Hardin 0 1821.15 0 1821.15 
Humboldt 0 5301.57 1052.22 6353.79 
Jasper 728.46 0 40.47 768.93 
Kossuth 0 1011.75 0 1011.75 
Marshall 0 1011.75 0 1011.75 
Osceola 0 526.11 40.47 566.58 
Palo alto 849.87 9105.75 0 9955.62 
Pocahontas 2671.02 5544.39 0 8215.41 
Polk 1375.98 2063.97 0 3439.95 
Sac 0 7203.66 0 7203.66 
Story 890.34 1375.98 364.23 2630.55 
Webster 0 3278.07 485.64 3763.71 
Winnebago 0 3156.66 607.05 3763.71 
Worth 242.82 2994.78 0 3237.6 
Wright 971.28 2751.96 80.94 3804.18 



















































































































































































Table 16. Riverine wetland-system area, following Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification 
system, from NRI (National Resource Inventory 1992) data. 
County Riverine emergent Nonvegetated or other Total 
wetlands (hectares) riverine wetlands (hectares) 
(hectares) 
Boone 0 566.58 566.58 
Buena vista 0 364.23 364.23 
Calhoun 0 485.64 485.64 
Carroll 0 161.88 161.88 
Cerro Gordo 1295.04 161.88 1456.92 
Clay 0 1497.39 1497.39 
Dallas 0 485.64 485.64 
Dickinson 0 121.41 121.41 
Emmet 0 364.23 364.23 
Franklin 0 526.11 526.11 
Greene 0 687.99 687.99 
Guthrie 0 242.82 242.82 
Hamilton 0 404.70 404.7 
Hancock 0 849.87 849.87 
Hardin 0 323.76 323.76 
Humboldt 0 121.41 121.41 
Jasper 0 0 0 
Kossuth 0 1416.45 1416.45 
Marshall 0 0 0 
Osceola 0 40.47 40.47 
Palo alto 0 445.17 445.17 
Pocahontas 0 687.99 687.99 
Polk 0 728.46 728.46 
Sac 0 242.82 242.82 
Story 0 728.46 728.46 
Webster 121.41 1659.27 1780.68 
Winnebago 0 607.05 607.05 
Worth 0 485.64 485.64 
Wright 0 1416.45 1416.45 
Total 1,416.45 15,823.77 17,240.22 
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Table 17. Lacustrine wetland-system area, following Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification 
system, from NRI (National Resource Inventory 1992) data. 
County Lacustrine emergent Nonvegetated or other Total 
wetlands (hectares) lacustrine wetlands (hectares) 
{hectares~ 
Boone 0 80.94 80.94 
Buena vista 0 0 0 
Calhoun 0 526.11 526.11 
Carroll 0 40.47 40.47 
Cerro Gordo 0 0 0 
Clay 0 0 0 
Dallas 0 0 0 
Dickinson 0 6596.61 6596.61 
Emmet 0 2185.38 2185.38 
Franklin 0 161.88 161.88 
Greene 242.82 40.47 283.29 
Guthrie 0 849.87 849.87 
Hamilton 0 283.29 283.29 
Hancock 0 526.11 526.11 
Hardin 0 0 0 
Humboldt 0 566.58 566.58 
Jasper 0 0 0 
Kossuth 0 0 0 
Marshall 0 0 0 
Osceola 0 161.88 161.88 
Palo alto 0 1618.80 1618.8 
Pocahontas 0 323.76 323.76 
Polk 0 3075.72 3075.72 
Sac 0 0 0 
Story 0 930.81 930.81 
Webster 0 0 0 
Winnebago 0 0 0 
Worth 0 0 0 
Wright 0 0 0 
Total 242.82 17,968.68 18,211.50 
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Table 18. Wetland area, following Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification, from NWI 
(National Wetland Inventory) data. 
7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} 
Ackley 124.53 0.12 0 124.65 14116.46 14241.11 
Ackley NE 124.92 19.75 0 144.67 14069.00 14213.67 
Adair north 61.47 0 0 61.47 14408.97 14470.44 
AdelNW 155.47 0 0 155.47 14286.11 14441.58 
Adel Data not available 
Albert city 16.53 0 0 16.53 14177.43 14193.96 
Alexander 66.05 0 0 66.05 14120.19 14186.24 
Algona 533.21 82.51 28.86 644.58 13487.40 14131.98 
Alloway creek 103.02 0 0 103.02 14306.22 14409.24 
Alta 30.43 0.35 0 30.78 14195.91 14226.69 
Altoona 178.12 14.04 4.11 196.27 14240.90 14437.17 
Ames east 152.45 71.92 22.47 246.84 14107.55 14354.39 
AmesNW 89.10 22.06 0 111.16 14216.02 14327.18 
Ames west 60.87 51.62 23.06 135.54 14219.66 14355.20 
Arcadia 40.35 0 0 40.35 14323.64 14363.99 
Armstrong 425.60 8.27 164.55 598.41 13449.30 14047.71 
Armstrong SE 327.07 48.41 0 375.48 13700.22 14075.70 
Ashton 78.19 7.12 0 85.31 14003.85 14089.16 
Ayrshire 141.29 0 13.61 154.90 13981.59 14136.48 
Bagley 152.24 22.07 0 174.31 14240.18 14414.49 
Bagley NW 71.97 10.98 0 82.95 14304.08 14387.03 
Bancroft 367.02 13.18 81.71 461.92 13613.11 14075.03 
Baxter 185.45 10.13 24.12 219.70 14189.60 14409.30 
Baxter SE 84.35 4.68 0 89.03 14320.13 14409.16 
Bayard 351.93 77.51 18.16 447.61 13968.10 14415.71 
Belmond 99.04 39.45 0 138.49 14048.51 14187.00 
Berkley 262.99 1.19 0 264.18 14119.89 14384.07 
Blairsburg 51.31 0 0 51.31 14220.84 14272.15 
Bode 221.86 37.40 42.85 302.11 13888.01 14190.12 
Boone east 22.52 0 0 22.52 14332.79 14355.30 
Boone west 359.57 0 239.62 599.18 13756.07 14355.25 
Boxholm 37.93 0 6.69 44.62 14284.03 14328.65 
Bradgate 442.31 70.89 42.16 555.35 13633.92 14189.27 
Breda 9.07 0 0 9.07 14326.30 14335.37 
Bristol 424.97 0 394.94 819.90 13223.92 14043.82 
Britt 37.20 0 0 37.20 14093.30 14130.50 
Buckeye east 105.41 10.00 0 115.41 14154.90 14270.31 
Buckeye west 77.27 0.15 0 77.42 14191.77 14269.19 
Buffalo center 249.42 0 0 249.42 13920.28 14169.70 
Buffalo center NE 136.44 0 0 136.44 13908.39 14044.83 
Buffalo center SW 82.86 0 0 82.86 13991.40 14074.26 
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Table 18. Cant. 
7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} (hectares} (hectares} {hectares} {hectares} 
Burchinal 211.48 0 18.20 229.68 13899.53 14129.21 
Burt 797.62 93.71 132.93 1024.26 13079.41 14103.67 
Carpenter 61.28 13.38 0 74.66 13969.56 14044.22 
Carroll east 36.30 0 53.22 89.52 14272.06 14361.58 
Carroll NE 50.33 42.58 0 92.91 14240.91 14333.82 
Carroll west 15.15 0 0 15.15 14347.45 14362.60 
Casey 185.24 0 0 185.24 14284.11 14469.35 
Churdan 34.99 0 0 34.99 14295.80 14330.79 
Clare 49.39 1.97 0 51.36 14194.39 14245.75 
Clarion 259.24 0 0.88 260.12 13954.67 14214.79 
Clarion SW 175.60 0 78.90 254.50 13987.24 14241.74 
Clear lake east 316.83 33.94 10.50 361.27 13739.19 14100.46 
Clear lake west 294.51 27.37 660.48 982.36 13118.35 14100.71 
Clover 37.83 0 24.99 62.82 14026.08 14088.90 
Colfax 317.38 78.79 69.46 465.63 13971.20 14436.83 
Collins 122.64 0.94 39.99 163.57 14218.14 14381.71 
Colo 98.10 0.66 0 98.76 14256.22 14354.98 
Commerce 725.66 154.31 123.20 1003.16 13463.02 14466.18 
Conrad east 63.61 0 0 63.61 14262.40 14326.01 
Conrad west 40.73 0 0 40.73 14285.13 14325.86 
Coon rapids NE 212.46 0 34.57 247.03 14140.37 14387.40 
Coon rapids north 81.84 0 0 81.84 14307.09 14388.93 
Coon rapids south 242.56 82.31 0 324.87 14091.31 14416.18 
Cooper 705.49 156.70 0 862.19 13523.41 14385.60 
Cornelia 295.22 37.73 251.93 584.88 13601.93 14186.81 
Corwith 156.88 8.05 0 164.93 13994.30 14159.23 
Coulter 80.85 0 0 80.85 14133.89 14214.74 
Crystal lake 214.64 0 111.60 326.23 13775.41 14101.64 
Cylinder 426.54 57.42 0 483.96 13650.27 14134.23 
Dallas center 153.25 4.82 0 158.07 14280.94 14439.01 
Dawson 636.49 85.15 0 721.65 13689.76 14411.41 
Dedham 58.69 0 0 58.69 14330.20 14388.89 
Depew 150.31 0 0 150.31 13955.75 14106.06 
Des Moines NE 297.32 2.37 0 299.69 14137.70 14437.39 
Des Moines NW 1113.83 127.10 1296.05 2536.98 11900.84 14437.82 
Des Moines SE 625.91 184.43 203.42 1013.77 13451.83 14465.60 
Des Moines SW 778.92 141.43 216.36 1136.71 13329.23 14465.94 
Dicken 478.79 24.44 29.74 532.96 13577.25 14110.21 
Dolliver 482.53 74.53 369.18 926.24 13122.43 14048.67 
Dou~hert~ 50.72 0.69 0 51.41 14105.98 14157.39 
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Table 18. Cant. 
7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} 
Dows east 310.88 13.42 13.66 337.97 13875.94 14213.91 
Dowswest 329.86 60.65 0 390.51 13823.92 14214.43 
Dun comme 30.88 0.18 0 31.06 14241.10 14272.16 
Duncan 293.57 23.16 0 316.73 13812.58 14129.31 
Eagle grove 143.25 71.53 0 214.78 14001.17 14215.95 
Eagle grove SW 53.09 52.88 0 105.98 14137.61 14243.59 
Early 68.93 29.89 0 98.82 14182.49 14281.31 
Eldora 503.80 92.61 33.88 630.29 13667.73 14298.02 
Elkhart 177.86 17.81 0 195.67 14215.25 14410.92 
Ellsworth 109.41 10.14 13.90 133.45 14165.46 14298.91 
Emmetsburg 531.01 55.23 63.42 649.66 13484.96 14134.62 
Estherville 374.72 68.01 33.93 476.66 13574.16 14050.81 
Evanston 74.65 108.29 14.27 197.21 14075.18 14272.39 
Everly 262.83 9.22 0 272.05 13840.66 14112.71 
Farnhamville 31.10 0 0 31.10 14271.75 14302.85 
Fenton 70.61 0 0 70.61 14033.82 14104.44 
Fertile 302.81 20.42 9.67 332.90 13739.42 14072.32 
Fertile NE 453.64 12.55 0 466.19 13576.13 14042.32 
Fertile SE 139.21 10.14 0 149.36 13923.92 14073.28 
Fonda 110.76 0 0 110.76 14138.49 14249.25 
Fonda NE 67.86 0 0 67.86 14153.44 14221.30 
Forest city 398.83 8.81 10.10 417.74 13655.25 14072.99 
Fort dodge north 93.66 132.48 58.84 284.98 13960.21 14245.19 
Fort dodge south 110.49 75.05 34.13 219.67 14053.38 14273.05 
Fraser 221.07 171.78 ·21.57 414.42 13913.69 14328.11 
Gamer 133.44 10.06 0 143.50 13985.71 14129.21 
German valley 335.89 0 54.23 390.11 13684.37 14074.49 
Gillett Grove 540.08 90.04 0 630.12 13508.46 14138.58 
Gilman 87.25 0.14 6.85 94.25 14287.20 14381.45 
Gilmore city 181.09 0 62.95 244.04 13975.46 14219.50 
Gilmore city SW 56.48 0.95 8.08 65.50 14180.26 14245.76 
Glidden 67.76 49.32 0 117.08 14243.06 14360.14 
Goodell 142.18 58.71 8.39 209.28 13948.15 14157.43 
Gowrie 16.56 0 0 16.56 14285.24 14301.80 
Graetting East 493.95 53.66 292.77 840.37 13266.67 14107.05 
Graetting West 363.84 0 11.34 375.18 13732.73 14107.91 
Grafton 149.14 13.57 0 162.71 13909.30 14072.01 
Grand junction 40.28 8.21 0 48.49 14308.07 14356.56 
Granger 653.37 1.01 1234.96 1889.34 12251.56 14140.9 
Grant cit~ 125.10 133.67 11.38 270.15 14036.74 14306.89 
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Table 18. Cont. 
7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares~ 
Greenville 11.82 0 0 11.82 14127.86 14139.69 
Grimes 684.49 1.72 18.60 704.81 13733.43 14438.24 
Gruver 135.15 0 0 135.15 13914.38 14049.53 
Guthrie center east 292.35 93.98 390.99 777.32 13664.56 14441.88 
Guthrie center west 243.84 19.12 0 262.96 14180.14 14443.10 
Hampton north 79.91 9.59 39.06 128.56 14056.69 14185.25 
Hampton south 47.53 0.52 15.37 63.42 14149.52 14212.94 
Hanford 32.62 0.72 0 33.34 14095.30 14128.64 
Hansell 316.89 81.86 0 398.76 13786.72 14185.48 
Harcourt 10.80 0 0 10.80 14290.59 14301.39 
Hardy 19.66 0 0 19.66 14168.35 14188.01 
Harris 151.15 0 39.45 190.60 13865.43 14056.03 
Havelock 87.81 0 0 87.81 14104.10 14191.91 
Hayfield 173.06 0 0 173.06 13756.26 13929.32 
Hobarton 132.81 5.25 0 138.07 13994.43 14132.49 
Holmes 55.38 0 0 55.38 14159.31 14214.69 
Hubbard 53.95 0.97 0 54.92 14242.99 14297.91 
Humboldt 128.16 159.38 18.63 306.17 13910.68 14216.85 
Huxley 312.67 68.05 0 380.72 14000.76 14381.49 
Ingham lake 579.92 9.96 845.86 1435.74 12643.24 14078.98 
Iowa fall east 68.82 12.67 0 81.49 14161.50 14243.00 
Iowa fall west 50.72 29.87 26.95 107.54 14134.08 14241.62 
Jefferson east 80.65 53.33 21.15 155.13 14202.79 14357.92 
Jefferson west 247.55 97.18 25.83 370.56 13987.48 14358.04 
Jewell 105.14 0 100.08 205.22 14093.29 14298.51 
Kanawha 39.15 0 0 39.15 14119.55 14158.70 
Kanawha SE 18.67 0 0 18.67 14168.27 14186.94 
Kellog 250.26 3.62 0 253.08 14182.97 14436.05 
Killduff 518.62 29.24 0 547.85 13916.68 14464.53 
Knierim 24.90 0 0 24.90 14250.74 14275.64 
La Moille 259.22 72.81 0 332.03 14021.45 14353.48 
Lake city 45.94 1.53 0 47.47 14256.68 14304.15 
Lake park SE 131.89 1.98 0 133.87 13950.06 14083.93 
Lakemills 589.92 0 161.61 751.53 13292.02 14043.55 
Lakepark 416.52 5.98 429.73 852.23 13203.29 14055.52 
Lakeside 82.98 0 547.44 630.41 13622.64 14253.05 
Lakeview 295.24 12.55 436.18 743.97 13654.04 14398.01 
Lakota 232.24 0 0 232.24 13814.17 14046.41 
Lanesboro 207.39 130.36 0 337.74 13995.43 14333.17 
Lan;i0n 31.05 0 0 31.05 14298.28 14329.33 
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Table 18. Cant. 
7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares~ 
Latimer 132.61 0 15.43 148.04 14037.00 14185.04 
Laurel 100.61 0 0 100.61 14281.25 14381.86 
Lauren 71.50 0.34 6.28 78.11 14114.92 14193.03 
Ledyard 103.35 0 0 103.35 13943.68 14047.03 
Legrand 937.36 100.13 31.91 1069.40 13284.35 14353.75 
Lehigh 35.55 80.93 0 116.48 14183.96 14300.44 
Livermore 370.60 78.90 0 449.50 13739.22 14188.72 
Lohrville 75.77 0 0 75.77 14227.99 14303.76 
Lone Rock 98.12 0 0 98.12 14006.28 14104.39 
Loring 606.78 78.31 12.29 697.37 13712.41 14409.78 
Lu Verne 120.77 1.68 0 122.45 14036.96 14159.41 
Luther 362.15 0 148.66 510.82 13872.42 14383.24 
Lytton 32.35 1.15 0 33.49 14244.42 14277.91 
Mackey 65.81 10.59 0 76.40 14250.93 14327.33 
Madrid NW 275.33 0 309.40 584.74 13798.81 14383.55 
Mallard 117.97 0.08 0 118.05 14046.41 14164.45 
Manly 142.14 36.70 0 178.84 13893.12 14071.96 
Manning 24.81 0.12 0 24.94 14367.15 14392.09 
Manson 49.83 0 0 49.83 14198.67 14248.50 
Marshalltown 964.28 77.22 0 1041.5 13311.92 14353.42 
Mason city 316.88 80.38 112.33 509.58 13590.97 14100.55 
Mason city SE 124.60 52.95 0 177.55 13951.00 14128.55 
Maxwell 304.52 24.80 0 329.32 14052.50 14381.82 
May city 71.38 1.32 0 72.70 14013.27 14085.97 
Mccallsburg 23.00 0 0 23.00 14303.46 14326.46 
Melbourne 32.32 0 0 32.32 14349.46 14381.78 
Melvin 42.03 0.19 0 42.22 14044.38 14086.60 
Menlo 246.81 17.34 0 264.15 14205.33 14469.48 
Milford 340.51 94.62 673.76 1108.89 12973.78 14082.68 
Miller 295.50 40.58 0 336.07 13765.00 14101.07 
Mingo 237.49 58.20 0 295.68 14113.98 14409.66 
Mitcheville 488.90 47.81 0 536.71 13900.26 14436.97 
Monroe 604.19 61.57 4.91 670.67 13793.82 14464.49 
Moorland 66.41 26.21 0 92.62 14181.52 14274.14 
Neveda 46.07 0.17 0 46.24 14308.47 14354.71 
Newburg 121.47 0 57.36 178.83 14230.63 14409.46 
Newell east 46.08 0 1.15 47.23 14203.43 14250.66 
Newell west 80.64 64.49 7.22 152.35 14099.65 14252.00 
Newprovidence 156.48 34.18 0 190.67 14107.00 14297.67 
Newton 221.98 14.14 0 236.12 14200.88 14437.00 
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Table 18. Cant. 
7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares) 
Nora springs 151.70 65.38 6.68 223.76 13876.68 14100.44 
North branch 147.76 0 0 147.76 14295.96 14443.72 
Northwood 178.31 40.75 0 219.06 13824.80 14043.86 
Oakland acres 153.04 32.92 145.52 331.48 14104.78 14436.26 
Ocheyedan 578.89 0 42.87 621.76 13748.45 14370.22 
Odebodlt east 49.97 43.08 0 93.05 14216.39 14309.44 
Odebodlt west 36.26 0 0 36.26 14275.14 14311.40 
Ogden 46.36 0 53.75 100.11 14256.32 14356.43 
Okoboji 605.52 35.01 1482.17 2122.71 11931.28 14053.99 
Olaf 245.36 24.01 68.47 337.84 13820.64 14158.48 
Owasa 107.12 68.98 0 176.10 14093.91 14270.01 
Palmer 27.75 0 0 27.75 14190.49 14218.24 
Panora 287.93 47.12 150.36 485.41 13959.51 14444.92 
Panther 595.54 147.60 10.35 753.48 13686.17 14439.65 
Paton 21.17 0.10 0 21.28 14308.79 14330.07 
Perry 474.11 76.37 0 550.48 13861.87 14412.35 
Peterson SE 45.26 0.62 0 45.87 14151.42 14197.29 
Petersons 157.24 84.33 0 241.57 13928.57 14170.13 
Pilot knob 263.25 0 0 263.25 13809.92 14073.17 
Plover 269.93 50.16 0 320.10 13842.68 14162.77 
Pocahontas 33.47 0 0 33.47 14187.06 14220.53 
Polk city 206.33 0.53 917.78 1124.63 13285.97 14410.60 
Pomeroy 79.91 0 0 79.91 14168.47 14248.38 
Popejoy 365.53 61.53 8.83 435.89 13806.73 14242.62 
Prairie city 46.18 0 ·3.35 49.52 14415.15 14464.67 
Radcilff 26.95 0 0 26.95 14271.83 14298.78 
Redfield 259.09 100.40 8.53 368.03 14099.82 14467.85 
Rembrandt 12.88 0 0 12.88 14183.55 14196.43 
Renwick 255.00 80.34 0 335.34 13852.21 14187.55 
Rhodes 98.30 0.39 90.98 189.66 14192.12 14381.78 
Richard 64.27 0 54.54 118.81 14157.08 14275.89 
Ringsted 109.51 0 0 109.51 13968.09 14077.60 
Rippey 192.61 0 0 192.61 14192.94 14385.55 
Rising sun 1390.80 175.93 32.20 1598.92 12866.23 14465.15 
Rockwell city 137.50 0 294.40 431.90 13844.86 14276.76 
Rolfe 82.33 0 0 82.33 14109.01 14191.34 
Royal 8.62 0 0 8.62 14132.16 14140.78 
Runnell 513.49 0.18 32.67 546.34 13918.63 14464.97 
Rush lake east 218.47 0.12 19.25 237.84 13926.93 14164.77 
Rush lake west 215.67 0 74.07 289.74 13875.61 14165.35 
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7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} 
Ruthven 1132.42 2.38 1059.45 2194.15 11914.67 14108.82 
Sac city east 118.19 81.79 0 199.99 14078.32 14278.31 
Sac city west 235.08 41.73 8.81 285.62 13994.51 14280.13 
Schaller north 20.52 0 0 20.52 14234.07 14254.59 
Schaller south 24.29 0.43 0 24.71 14257.18 14281.89 
Scranton 163.93 137.31 0 301.24 14057.79 14359.03 
Seneca 276.85 25.77 0 302.63 13774.14 14076.76 
Sexton 136.28 0 0 136.28 13995.56 14131.84 
Sheffield 99.18 5.05 2.46 106.70 14050.64 14157.34 
Sheldon creek 95.31 11.24 0 106.55 14134.80 14241.35 
Sible east 72.95 0 0 72.95 13987.27 14060.22 
Sible west 47.16 5.53 0 52.70 14008.06 14060.76 
Silver lake 316.87 0 418.58 735.44 13401.98 14137.43 
Sioux rapids 334.21 63.40 12.80 410.42 13757.76 14168.18 
Sioux rapids SE 32.52 0 16.16 48.67 14147.82 14196.49 
Slater 92.80 0 0 92.80 14289.63 14382.43 
Spencer 535.62 128.98 13.94 678.10 13432.91 14111.01 
Spirit lake SE 282.37 0 153.91 436.27 13645.31 14081.58 
Sprit lake 342.79 0 3017.92 3360.72 10692.15 14052.87 
StJoseph 529.96 96.06 0 625.71 13534.46 14160.18 
Stanhope 46.97 51.59 0 98.56 14200.81 14299.37 
State center 94.12 4.53 32.12 130.76 14222.88 14353.64 
State center NW 88.48 9.55 0 98.04 14228.29 14326.33 
Steam boat rock 292.35 75.09 49.49 416.93 13853.64 14270.57 
Storm lake 142.70 0 707.87 850.57 13374.52 14225.09 
Storm lake NE 107.85 16.29 0 124.14 14099.44 14223.58 
Story city 125.59 48.00 7.28 180.87 14145.85 14326.72 
Stratford 386.35 207.26 0 593.62 13706.27 14299.89 
Stuart north 331.77 127.53 51.91 511.21 13956.88 14468.09 
Sully 236.13 30.75 0 266.88 14197.66 14464.54 
Superior 392.75 16.09 144.56 553.41 13498.18 14051.59 
Swaledale 98.81 0 0 98.81 14058.3 14157.11 
Swea city 331.22 0 0 331.22 13716.12 14047.34 
Templeton 22.78 0 0 22.78 14367.71 14390.49 
Terrill 167.88 0 42.04 209.92 13870.81 14080.73 
Thompson 269.10 0 0 269.10 13804.39 14073.49 
Thor 9.46 0 0 9.46 14207.11 14216.57 
Thornton 50.04 0 0 50.04 14108.17 14158.21 
Titonka 129.71 0 0 129.71 13972.99 14102.71 
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7.5 minutes Palustrine Riverine Lacustrine Total Uplands Total land 
Quadrangles Name wetlands wetlands wetlands wetlands (hectares) area 
{hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} {hectares} 
Union 451.71 104.40 0 556.11 13769.73 14325.84 
Unique 105.79 19.87 0 125.66 14091.96 14217.62 
Vail NE 42.15 0 0 42.15 14293.89 14336.04 
Varina 90.50 0 119.65 210.15 14013.03 14223.18 
Ventura height 299.61 0 830.63 1130.24 12997.91 14128.15 
Vincent 22.81 0 0 22.81 14221.90 14244.71 
Vinje 239.68 0 0 239.68 13804.59 14044.27 
Wallingford 538.65 60.44 62.65 661.74 13417.71 14079.45 
Waukee 604.90 189.77 22.84 817.51 13649.23 14466.74 
Webb 277.33 79.25 0 356.58 13809.29 14165.87 
Webster city 128.52 99.75 29.53 257.80 14013.63 14271.43 
Wesley 76.47 0 10.00 86.47 14044.18 14130.65 
West bend 207.50 40.94 0 248.44 13913.50 14161.94 
West bend NE 30.64 2.29 0 32.93 14128.01 14160.78 
Whitte 66.90 0 0 66.90 14067.37 14134.27 
Wightman 55.16 11.90 0 67.06 14264.68 14331.74 
William 12.06 0 0 12.06 14259.36 14271.42 
Woden 55.16 0 0 55.16 14047.21 14102.37 
Woodward 270.04 34.84 0 304.89 14106.92 14411.81 
Woolstock 110.53 68.30 0 178.83 14065.12 14243.95 
Yale 365.79 6.31 0 372.10 14041.35 14413.45 
Yetter 77.91 98.92 0 176.83 14128.93 14305.76 
Zearing 50.94 0 0 50.94 14274.38 14325.32 
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According to USGS land-use coverage of Iowa, there was virtually no wetland cover in 
Boone, Hamilton, Jasper, and Webster Counties due to the very small scale of the source maps, 
1 :250,000, which made all small scattered prairie wetlands invisible to map makers. Therefore, the 
estimates of wetland losses in these four counties were 100% (Tables 19 and 20). Although there 
are some wetlands left in the other counties, the wetland losses were calculated to be around 96 to 
99% in those counties (Tables 19 and 20). 
There were approximately 153,000 hectares (378,000 acres) of wetlands according to NRI 
inventory data (Table 21). However, this is a crude estimate because NRI estimates are based on 
only a sampling of soils data. Dickinson County has the largest area in wetland, according to NRI 
data, of about 14,000 hectares (35,000 acres), and hydric soil areas of about 30,000 hectares 
(75,400 acres), yielding about 53 % wetland loss, this was the lowest percent of wetland loss among 
the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe. However, estimated losses of wetlands in most counties 
are over 90 % if the hydric-inclusion soil areas were included in the calculation (Tables 21 and 22). 
Percentage of wetland losses when compared to hydric soil areas with NWI data, which were 
believed to be the most accurate source of current wetland status, was approximately 94 to 96% 
(Tables 23 and 24). This estimate is for all 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe because NWI data 
is not available on a county basis. 
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Table 19. An estimate of wetland losses by comparing hydric soil area, excluding hydric-inclusion 

































































USGS wetland area Percent of wetland 






























13.321.98 99.23 (Mean) 
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Table 20. An estimate of wetland losses by comparing hydric soil area, including hydric-inclusion 
soil areas, with USGS wetland area. 
County Soil area, including USGS wetland area Percent of wetland 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) loss (%) 
(hectares) 
Boone 86833.26 0 100 
Buena Vista 87385.80 279.58 99.68 
Calhoun 112260.51 144.70 99.87 
Carroll 62053.10 11.94 99.98 
Cerro Gordo 93146.59 674.80 99.28 
Clay 98287.15 1345.89 98.63 
Dallas 99681.29 207.20 99.79 
Dickinson 57401.88 737.79 98.71 
Emmet 70416.03 606.37 99.14 
Franklin 82465.45 1788.75 97.83 
Greene 95604.33 354.32 99.63 
Guthrie 42041.45 174.30 99.59 
Hamilton 109702.43 0 100 
Hancock 112464.69 902.82 99.20 
Hardin 76199.68 171.79 99.77 
Humboldt 79734.80 342.53 99.57 
Jasper 76160.92 0 100 
Kossuth 199367.76 847.08 99.58 
Marshall 86365.27 60.26 99.93 
Osceola 59351.63 16.36 99.97 
Palo Alto 125647.55 873.60 99.30 
Pocahontas 117579.29 541.96 99.54 
Polk 71107.41 274.57 99.61 
Sac 75084.26 312.41 99.58 
Story 90815.96 187.44 99.79 
Webster 143209.39 0 100 
Winnebago 66854.70 749.80 98.88 
Worth 68014.96 710.53 98.96 
Wright 111430.11 1005.19 99.10 
Total 2,656,667.66 13,321.98 99.50 ~Mean~ 
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Table 21. An estimate of wetland losses by comparing hydric soil area, excluding hydric-inclusion 


































































































































Table 22. An estimate of wetland losses by comparing hydric soil area, including hydric-inclusion 
soil areas, with NRI wetland area. 
County Soil area, including NRI wetland area Percent of wetland 
hydric-inclusion soils (hectares) loss (%) 
(hectares) 
Boone 86833.26 9550.92 89.00 
Buena Vista 87385.80 3197.13 96.34 
Calhoun 112260.51 5220.63 95.35 
Carroll 62053.10 647.52 98.96 
Cerro Gordo 93146.59 1456.92 98.44 
Clay 98287.15 6798.96 93.08 
Dallas 99681.29 2549.61 97.44 
Dickinson 57401.88 14164.50 75.32 
Emmet 70416.03 4937.34 92.99 
Franklin 82465.45 10117.50 87.73 
Greene 95604.33 10238.91 89.29 
Guthrie 42041.45 3197.13 92.40 
Hamilton 109702.43 6070.50 94.47 
Hancock 112464.69 1659.27 98.52 
Hardin 76199.68 2144.91 97.19 
Humboldt 79734.80 7041.78 91.17 
Jasper 76160.92 768.93 98.99 
Kossuth 199367.76 2428.20 98.78 
Marshall 86365.27 1011.75 98.83 
Osceola 59351.63 768.93 98.70 
Palo Alto 125647.55 12019.59 90.43 
Pocahontas 117579.29 9227.16 92.15 
Polk 71107.41 7244.13 89.81 
Sac 75084.26 7446.48 90.08 
Story 90815.96 4289.82 95.28 
Webster 143209.39 5544.39 96.13 
Winnebago 66854.70 4370.76 93.46 
Worth 68014.96 3723.24 94.53 
Wright 111430.11 5220.63 95.31 
Total 2,656,667.66 153,057.54 94.24 ~Mean~ 
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Table 23. An estimate of wetland loss by comparing hydric soil area, excluding hydric-inclusion 
soil areas, with NWI wetland area for the entire Des Maines Lobe. 
Soil area, excluding hydric-
inclusion soils (hectares) 
1,721,324.38 
NWI wetland area (hectares) 
93,572.29 
Percent of wetland loss (%) 
94.56 
Table 24. An estimate of wetland loss by comparing hydric soil area, including hydric-inclusion 
soil areas, with NWI wetland area for the entire Des MOines Lobe. 
Soil area, including hydric-
inclusion soils (hectares) 
2,656,667.66 
NWI wetland area (hectares) 
93,572.29 




There were numerous estimates of the area of wetlands in the United States done by 
government agencies (USDA 1906,1922, NWI1979-1992), and individuals (Moorhead 1991) 
(Tables 25 and 26). In addition, estimates of wetland acreage have been made as land and 
resources inventories (USGS 1975-1984, NRI1982, 1987, 1992). Criteria and methods used in 
wetland inventories depended on purposes of the inventors and their intended end users. However, 
these estimates provided different values because of the different methodologies and assumptions 
used to make these estimates. Records of the types and distribution of historical wetlands in the 
United States are incomplete (Hofstetter 1983). It is difficult to estimate accurately wetland acreage 
at the time of European settlement because no quantitative information on wetlands were collected 
during this period, and political and geographical boundaries have changed (Dahl 1990). The NWI 
inventory provides the most comprehensive wetland inventory to date. Nevertheless, in order to 
estimate historical wetland extent, losses, and changes, one needs to have the earliest estimate of 
wetland acreage possible, to compare it with the present wetland inventory data. 
According to the Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification system, there are three 
parameters used for wetland identification. They are wetland hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation, and 
hydric soils. There have been reports of wetland changes and losses due to agricultural and urban 
development in Iowa and the United States (Bennett 1938, Bishop 1981, Frayer et al. 1983, Shaw 
and Fredine 1956). Following wetland drainage, two of three wetland identification parameters: 
wetland hydrology and hydrophytic vegetation are gone. Only the hydric soils remain as an indicator 
of the wetland that was once present prior to European settlement. Drained hydric soils can be used 
to estimate wetland acreage at settlement time because they retain most of their original 
characteristics after wetland drainage (Cashin et al. 1992, Dahl 1990, Moorhead 1991, Tammi 1994, 
Tiner 1990). 
My estimate of hydric soil acreage on the Des Moines Lobe of north-central Iowa that there 
were 1.7 million hectares (4.2 million acres) to 2.6 million hectares (6.4 million acres), if hydric-
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Table 25. A list of several wetland acreage estimates in the United States from different sources. 
Wetland types 
Settlement time 
In the 1780's 
Wetland in the mid 1800s 
including coastal wetlands 
Original natural wetlands 
Peat and other wetlands 
Wetlands in the 1950s 
Source 
Roe and Ayres 1984 
Wilen and Bates 1995 
Stegman 1975, Goodwin and Niering 
1975 
USDA 1938 
Gray et al. 1924 
Stegman 1975 
In the 1950's (based on 1954 Frayer et al. 1983 
inventory) 
Peat and other wetlands Elliot 1908, cited by Waksman 1942 
Wetland altered little by man Shaw and Fredine 1956 
Bogs, swamps, and Niering 1966 
marshes, excluding Alaska 
and Hawaii 
Inland and coastal Shaw and Fredine 1956 
freshwater wetlands 
Swampland Report of Commissioner of General 
Land Office 1907, cited by 
Dachnowski 1920 
In the 1970's (based on 1974 Frayer et al. 1983 
inventory) 
Wetlands in 1975 Goodwin and Niering 1975 
Inland freshwater wetlands Shaw and Fredine 1956 

















Table 26. A list of several wetland acreage estimates in Iowa. 
Wetland types 
Prairie wetlands of the Des 
Moines Lobe 
USDA 1906 inventory 
USDA 1922 inventory 
In 1938 
In 1980 




Shaw and Fredine 
(1956) 













inclusion soils are included with hydric soils. Because the basic assumption of this study was that 
hydric soil areas represent historical wetland areas, there were estimated to be about 2.6 million 
hectares of prairie wetlands on the Des Moines Lobe at the time of European settlement. This 
estimate is close to that of Bennett (1938), who stated that there were about 2.4 million hectares (6 
million acres) of prairie wetlands in this part of Iowa. The most abundant type of wetland according 
on the basis of hydric soils is the temporary flooded and ephemeral wetland combined covered about 
1.3 million hectares (3.2 million acres). 
Wetlands covered approximately 40% of the total land area of the 29 counties on the Des 
Moines Lobe if only hydric soils are included in the estimate, but they covered about 60% of the area 
if hydric-inclusion soils are included. The most abundant hydric soil map unit is the Canisteo with 
Webster, Harps, and Okoboji as the runner-ups. These are hydric soils are associated with the 
Clarion-Nicollet-Webster, or the Clarion catena, which is the dominant soil catena in this part of Iowa. 
It occupies about 3.1 million hectares (7.6 million acres) in Iowa, and extends northward into 
Minnesota (James and Fenton 1993). USDA Soil Conservation Service (1981) categorized this soil's 
extent as MLRA (Major Land Resource Area) number 103, or Central Iowa and Minnesota Till 
Prairie, which covers 71,900 square kilometers (NRI 1982, 1987, 1992). Most of the soils are Udolls 
(Nicollet), Udalfs (Hayfield), Aqualfs (Luther), and Aquolls (Harps, Okoboji, and Webster). Some 
other soils such as Nicollet are also abundant this area; however, the Nicollet itself is a non-hydric 
soil, but it is considered hydric is some area because of its hydric inclusion (s) (Appendix B). 
The USGS land-use coverage of Iowa indicated that there are nearly 13,500 hectares 
(33,000 acres) of wetlands, including forested and nonforested wetlands. In Illinois, there were 
approximately 86,000 hectares (212,000 acres) of forested and nonforested wetlands according to 
1980 USGS land-use map (Iverson 1988). Notably, there is no wetland cover in some counties such 
as Boone and Webster Counties according to the USGS data. This is because land use data from 
aerial photos were compiled at a very small scale of 1 :250,000, which means that minimal size for a 
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wetland was 16 hectares (40 acres). Therefore, most of the small prairie wetlands would not be 
detected by this method. 
Agricultural land cover is approximately 3.8 million hectares (9.4 million acres), or about 
95% of the total land area. Iverson and Risser (1987) reported that there was over 80% cropland 
and pasture, or more than 11.5 million hectares in Illinois, which is also one of the many prime 
farmland states of the United States like Iowa. 
The 1992 NRI data indicated that there were 153,000 hectares (378,200 acres) of wetlands 
in the 29 counties on the Des Moines Lobe. These data represent a snapshot of resource conditions 
in the United States based on more than 800,000 sample sites nationwide. They provide a broad 
base for extrapolating the results of research within national boundaries, and serve as a framework 
for organizing and operating resource conservation programs (SCS 1981). 
The NWI data offer the most comprehensive national wetland inventory data up to date. 
They indicated that there are estimated to be about 94,000 hectares (231,000 acres) of wetlands left 
in this part of Iowa with the palustrine wetland system as the most abundant. 
However, these data are based not on precisely Des Moines Lobe portions of the 29 counties 
because the NWI wetland inventory was not conducted on a county by county basis. It is based on 
USGS 7.5 minutes quadrangles. There were 304,7.5 minute, quadrangles (1 :24,000) falling entirely 
or partly on the Des Moines Lobe. Moorhead and Cook (1992) compared hydric soils, wetlands, and 
land-use patterns of coastal North Carolina by using GIS technology, and they concluded that it was 
difficult to establish a perfect map overlay, primarily due to the difficulty matching rectified and 
unrectified coordinate systems. The soil surveys were digitized on orthophotography for which 
coordinate gird ticks were approximately positioned (unrectified). The NWI delineations were 
transformed directly to the USGS topography quadrangles, which have accurate coordinate grid ticks 
(rectified). It should be noted here that although the USGS land-use data were also based on 
geographical coordinater of 1 X 2 degree quadrangles, the Iowa Geological Survey Bureau affiliated 
the US land-use maps by embedding county boundaries into the original maps to accommodate a 
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county basis data analysis. NWI data could be extracted on a county by county basis by employing 
overlay technique using a GIS (Geographical Information System). This was not done in this study. 
The wetland losses range from 90%, and up to 100% in some counties, depending on 
sources of current wetland status. The estimation of wetland losses corresponds to the report by 
Bennett (1981), which indicated that less than 5% of Iowa's natural wetlands still existed in the 
1980's. Dahl (1990) estimated that the United States has lost over 24 hectares (60 acres) of 
wetlands every hour between the 1780's and the 1980's. Haddock and DeBates (1969) estimated 
that prairie wetlands have been lost at a rate of more than 13,000 hectares (33,000 acres) per year. 
The prairie wetlands have been declining very rapidly due to conversion of these wetlands to 
agricultural use. The conversion of wetlands to agriculture was the largest single cause of wetland 
loss between the 1950's and the 1970's, about 80% of the total loss (OT A 1984). The wetland 
conversions from the mid-1970's to the mid-1980's were 87% to agricultural use, and 8% to urban 
development (Frayer et a/. 1983). Some types of wetlands are mistakenly perceived as non-wet/and 
areas, especially seasonally or temporarily flooded wetlands during dry season. Therefore, they tend 
to be converted for agricultural use and urbanization (Holland et al. 1995). 
Proportion of wetland losses in Iowa is as high as in California, Illinois, and Ohio, which also 
have lost about 90% of their wetlands. However, an estimate of 50 to 55% of the original wetland 
acreage in the conterminous United States had been lost since pre-settlement times (Dahl 1990, 
Tiner 1984). Iverson and Risser (1987) estimated that 59 to 72% of Illinois wetlands were lost during 
the period of 160 years, 1820 - 1980, based on selected county evaluations. Dahl (1990) reported 
that twenty-two states have lost 50% or more of their original wetlands since the 1780's. Moorhead 
(1991) evaluated wetland losses by using hydric soil from soil surveys and wetlands from NWI maps, 
similar to this study, in 2 North Carolina counties, and reported that wetland losses were estimated to 
be 65% for Washington County, and 38% for Tyrrell County, North Carolina. In Illinois, wetlands 
once covered more than 3.2 million hectares (8 million acres), and it has been estimated that about 
90% have been destroyed (Havena 1985). Recently, wetlands of a/l types in Illinois occupied about 
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0.5 million hectares (1.25 million acres), or 3.5 % of the total area of the state. Most wetlands were 
palustrine (93.2%). with small amount of lacustrine (4.4%), and riverine (2.3%) wetlands (Suloway 
and Hubbell 1994). There were approximately 66,510 hectares (164,000 acres or 0.45 % of its total 
land area), and 19,510 hectares (48,200 acres or 0.14 %) of forested and nonforested wetlands in 
Illinois, respectively, according to 1980 USGS land-use map (Iverson 1988). Holland et al. (1995) 
reported that approximately 40% of 233 freshwater wetlands smaller than 2 hectares had been 
destroyed by human activities, or were missing due to drought in the metropolitan area of Portland, 
Oregon, in a period of 10 years (1982-1992). 
There have been a series of original wetland acreage estimations in the United States. Roe 
and Ayres (1954) based their wetland analysis on drained and potential land drainage needed to put 
the maximum area into agricultural production, and estimated that there were 87 million hectares 
(215 million acres) of original wetland in the lower 48 states. Because a very high percentage of 
total wetland losses were due to agricultural conversion, farm drainage data can be added to 
estimated existing wetland acreage and to estimate original wetland areas as well. This method 
indicated a total of 86.2 million hectares (213 million acres) of historical wetlands in the 
conterminous United States (Frayer et al. 1983, USDA Economic Research Service 1987). 
Historical wetland acreage estimates are based only partially on colonial or state historical records 
(Dahl 1990). 
However, drained hydriC soil acreages seem to provide the best estimate of historical 
wetland acreage (Cashin et al. 1992, Dahl 1990, Moorhead 1991, Tammi 1994, Tiner 1984). Land-
use records tracing conversion of lands by use categories, drainage statistics, and information on the 
extent of drained and undrained hydriC soils combined with historical wetland data, have been used 
to estimate the original wetland acreage for each state (Dahl 1990). An advantage in using soil 
surveys and the list of hydric soils is that the interpreter does not need to spend time learning the 
USDA Soil Classification and taxonomy systems to be able to locate areas of mapped hydric soils on 
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site. It is recommended that the interpreter understand principles underlying the criteria for listing a 
soil as a hydric soil (Tammi 1994). 
The objective of soil mapping is not to delineate pure taxonomic classes, but rather to 
separate the landscape into segments that have similar use and management requirements (Tant et 
al. 1988). Soils are mapped hydric regardless of drained conditions and, therefore, hydric soils 
provide a potential baseline of wetland areas (Moorhead and Cook 1992). The ability to document 
wetland site conditions without detailed onsite investigation is needed from a natural resources 
planning perspective, as well as from a jurisdictional perspective. Documentation of anthropogenic 
influence on wetlands is another demonstrated need for using offsite materials for wetland 
identification (Tammi 1994). The presence of a hydric soil offers a strong basis for regulatory 
functions because: 1) the technical committee for hydric soil is composed of members from several 
agencies, which may lessen potential disagreement on delineation, 2) soils surveys delineate hydric 
soils and, therefore, a resource exists for locating possible wetland boundaries in areas where 
wetlands mapping is limited or does not exist, and 3) it is recognized that the criteria established for 
hydric soil are based on soils properties that promote the growth of wetland vegetation. County soil 
surveys can be used as a resource for an approximation of wetland boundaries, although field 
verification is highly recommended for final delineation. The use of hydric soils for wetland 
delineation is ecologically sound because they support wetland vegetation and the hydrology 
parameter is directly documented by the criteria establishing hydric soils (Moorhead 1990). 
However, there are some limitations to using hydric soil survey and NWI maps to estimate 
both historical and current wetland acreage. Hydric soil definition and the criteria used to identify 
hydric soils are not easy to apply in actual field situations. A soil cannot be considered hydric, 
however, just because it is listed as such. Some corroborating evidence, either physical or chemical, 
must be present in the soil to support the presence of anaerobic conditions. For example, soil and 
wetland scientists in Florida used hydric soil indicators such as hydrogen sulfide, organic bodies, 
stratified layers, and stripped matrix to identify soils that fit both the hydric soil definition and the 
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hydric soil criteria by NTCHS (Scott and Brown 1995). The definition of wetlands used by NWI 
allowed for the classification of wetlands on non hydric soils, although county soil surveys were used 
during the NWI mapping to confirm the presence of hydriC soils. In addition, areas of nonhydric soils 
may have inclusions of hydriC soils (Scott et al. 1989, Moorhead 1990), which may have influenced 
the NWI classification. The soil mapping information is best used as a macroscale assessment tool 
and should not be used for finding local boundaries of hydriC soils (Tammi 1994). Wetlands shown 
on NWI maps are not intended to be considered jurisdictional (areas that meet three paramaters: 
wetland hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation, and hydric soils following Environmental Laboratory 
1987, and Federal Interagency Committee for Wetland Delineation 1989) wetlands. These wetlands 
have been identified through photo interpretation of remotely sensed data and. although spot 
checked in the field, have not been scrutinized in detail in the field using the three parameter 
approach (Stolt and Baker 1995). Comparing hydric soils and NWI wetlands has a limitation due to 
differences in mapping techniques, but the comparison is useful for showing trends (Moorhead 1991, 
Tiner 1984). 
Soil surveys in the past were often published at a 1 :15,480 scale, however, in the past 8-10 
years, most surveys have been published at a 1 :24,000, which is smaller. At the latter scale. 
delineations of area smaller than 2 hectares (5 acres) cannot be made because a map unit symbol 
must fit within each unit. Stolt and Baker (1995) suggested that an estimate of 1 % of hydriC soils for 
the southern Blue Ridge of Virginia may be underestimate because of the scale problem. 
James and Fenton (1993) indicated that drainage conditions of wetlands affect some soil 
physical and chemical properties; for example, redoximorphical features, organic carbon content, 
and thickness of surface horizon, especially soils of poorly and very poorly drainage classes situated 
on lower landscape positions (footslope, and toeslope). Water table levels have been lowered due to 
drainage and consequently Webster, Canisteo, Harps, and Okoboji soils are now found in a moisture 
regime different from that under which they formed (James and Fenton 1993). These soils are 
prominent on the Des Moines Lobe (Table 8), and as Oschwald et al. (1965) pOinted out that one-
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third to one-half of the Des Moines Lobe has been artificially drained. Importantly, water table depth 
and inundation duration are two main criteria for hydric soil classification, but interpretations of USDA 
SCS for water table depth and duration are based on undrained conditions. However, one should 
pay close attention to soil properties, especially those which affect hydric soil classification and 
interpretation because drainage class, water table level and duration have been affected by wetland 
drainage. 
Importantly, field checking of suspected drained wetlands is needed in order to obtain 
accurate wetland delineation because NWI wetland maps were based on aerial photographs, which 
some of wetland misinterpretations are possible. Stolt and Baker (1995) reported that about 91 % of 
171 palustrine wetlands on NWI maps in the southern Blue Ridge of Virginia met the criteria for 
jurisdictional wetlands on the basis of ground survey, i.e. they had three wetland parameters, which 
are wetland hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation, and hydric soils. Crowley et al. (1988) and Swartwout 
(1982) determined that the NWI inventory maps had an accuracy of 91 % and 95%, respectively. 
Each NWI map is accompanied by a special note indicating "A detailed ground and historical 
analysis boundaries established through photographic interpretation. In addition, some small 
wetlands, and those obscured by dense forest cover may not be included on this document" (Stolt 
and Baker 1995). Another reason for the absence of small wetlands in the NWI maps is the scale, 
which causes small wetlands fall below the limits of the minimum mapping unit. This should be the 
case in Iowa because prairie wetlands are naturally small in size, most are smaller than 4 hectares 
(9.88 acres) (Goodwin and Niering 1975). 
The major difference between USGS land-use coverage, NRI, and NWI data are their scales 
and data-collecting methods. The USGS land-use coverage was based on high altitude aerial 
photographs with the scale of 1: 250,000, the smallest among the three. The NRI data were derived 
from complicated but reliable statistical sampling techniques. The main objective of NRI resource 
inventory is to providea basis for making decisions about national and regional agricultural concerns. 
The scale varies, but is larger than the USGS's. The NWI seems to be the most complete current 
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wetland inventory data available, with a scale of 1 :24,000 and based on high altitude aerial 
photograph source maps like the USGS's. Both NRI and NWI inventories used Cowardin et al. 
(1979) classification for their wetland classification, but NRI data also integrated the Food Security 
Act wetland classification system into its classification. However, the application of Cowardin et al. 
(1979) system was far more elaborate within NWI than in NRI data inventory because there were 
only wetland systems and subsystems within the NRI classification, but there were systems, 
subsystems, classes, subclasses, and special modifications within NWI inventory. 
The dates of source maps for USGS and NWI were the 1970's and 1980's. NRI resource 
inventory provides the most updated set of data, 1992, similar inventories were done in 1982 and 
1987. Besides the information on hydric soils and wetlands, which are the only small parts of NRI 
data, one can also retrieve data on many other resource conditions such as cropping history, prime 
farmland, and soil erosion. A weak point of NRI data compared with USGS and NWI is that it was 
not a comprehensive set of data because it based on the data statistical sampling techniques, but its 
sampling methods are highly reliable (USDA Soil Conservation Service, 1981). 
As mentioned earlier that there would be a need for spatial data analysis in order to get a 
closer estimation of current wetland status in this part of Iowa. The basic idea of using GIS 
technology for studying land use and land cover changes has been popular among ecologists, 
especially landscape ecologists, because it is likely to be the best method available for studying 
landscape changes over time on a very large scale. Hett (1971) studied relationships between land 
use or vegetation types and the characteristics of the soils and overall landscape in Tennessee. 
Iverson (1988) employed GIS technology and Illinois historical land-use data to study the change of 
land use in Illinois. Moorhead (1991) used GIS technology along with NWI data and SCS hydric soil 
lists to estimate historical wetland losses in North Carolina. 
One of the advantages of doing spatial analysis of historical wetland extent and loss is that 
one can detect the spatial distribution of presettlement wetlands, which should provide other 
important _insights for future wetland studies. 
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There was one major concern about the wetland classification systems of Stewart and 
Kantrud (1971) and Cowardin et al. (1979). The former wetland classification system classified 
wetlands by the whole wetland basin because this system was meant to classify wetland basins as 
waterfowl habitat. The Cowardin et al. (1979) wetland classification system, however, classified 
wetlands based primarily on vegetation. Within one wetland basin as defined by Stewart and 
Kantrud (1971), one can find several types of wetlands according to Cowardin et al. (1979). For 
example, one can detect temporarily flooded, seasonally flooded, and semipermanently flooded 
emergent wetlands within a Stewart and Kantrud (1971) semipermanent wetland basin (Cowardin 
and Golet, 1995). In the other words, it is difficult to relate these two classification systems to each 
other. It is not possible to match several wetland classification systems directly to each other for 
many reasons because different criteria have been employed to establish wetland classes or types. 
For example, the Cowardin et al. (1979) classification system classifies wetland zones in the Stewart 
and Kantrud (1971) system (Table 27). Although NWI data provide a complete wetland inventory 
following the Cowardin et al. (1979) system: systems, subsystems, classes, subclasses, dominance 
types, modifiers, and special modifiers, I included only the system level into this study, and if 
interested one should consult NWI wetland data directly. 
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Table 27. A comparison of the wetland zones of Stewart and Kantrud (1971) classification with the 
water regime modifiers of Cowardin et al. (1979) (after Cowardin et al. 1979). 
Wetland zone (Stewart and Kanturd 1971) Water regime modifiers Cowardin et al. 
(1979) 












(with eusaline and hypersaline water) 
Permanently flooded 
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APPENDIX A 
HYDRIC SOIL AND WETLAND DEFINITION 
Hydric soil definition 
M Due to their wetness during the growing season, hydric soils usually develop certain 
morphological properties that can be readily observed in the field. Prolonged anaerobic soil 
conditions typically lower the soil redox potential and causes a chemical reduction of some soil 
components, mainly iron oxides and manganese oxides. This reduction affects solubility, movement, 
and aggregation of these oxides which reflect in the soil color and other physical characteristics that 
are usually indicative of hydric soils. 
Hydric organic soils are subdivided into three groups based on the presence of identifiable 
plant material (USDA Soil Survey Staff, 1975) : 
1. muck (Saprists) in which two-third of the material is decomposed and less than one-third 
of the plant fibers are identifiable 
2. peat (Fibrists) in which less than one-third of the material is decomposed and more than 
two-third of the plant fibers are still identifiable 
3. mucky peat or peaty muck (Hemists) in which the ratio of decomposed to identifiable plant 
matter is more nearly even 
All organic soils, with the exception of the Folists, are hydriC soils. 
When loss organic material accumulates in soil, the soil is classified as mineral soil. Some 
mineral soils may have thick organic surface layers due to heavy seasonal rainfall or a high water 
table, yet they are still composed largely of mineral matter (Ponnamperuma, 1972). Mineral soils that 
are covered with moving (flooded) or standing (ponded) water for Significant periods or are saturated 
for extended periods during the growing season are classified as hydric mineral soils. Soil saturation 
may result from low-lying topographic position, groundwater seepage, or the presence of a slowly 
permeable layer (e.g., clay, confining bedrock, or hardpan) M. 
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Hydric soil criteria 
An area has hydric soils when the National Technical Committee for Hydric Soils (NTCHS) 
are met. 
NTCHS Criteria for Hydric Soils (U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service 1987): 
"1. All Histosols except Folists; or 
2. Soils in Aquic suborders, Aquic subgroups, Albolls suborder, Salorthids great 
group, or Pell great groups of Vertisols that are: 
a. somewhat poorly drained and have water table less than 15 centimeters (6.0 inches) 
from the surface for a significant period (usually a week or more) during the growing 
season,or 
b. poorly drained or very poorly drained and have either: 
(1) water table at less than 30 centimeters (1.0 feet) from the surface for a significant 
period (usually a week or more) during the growing season if permeability is equal to 
or greater than 15 centimeters (6.0 inches) I hour in all layers within 5 centimeters 
(2.0 inches), or 
(2) water table at less than 45 centimeters (1.5 feet) from the surface for a significant 
period (usually a week or more) during the growing season if permeability is less 
than 15 centimeters (6.0 inches) I hour in any layer within 25 centimeters (20 
inches) ; or 
3. Soils that are ponded for a long duration or very long duration during the growing season; 
or 
4. Soils that are frequently flooded for long duration or very long duration during the 
growing season." 
(Note: Long duration is defined as inundation for a single event that ranges from seven days 
to one month; very long duration is defined as inundation for a single event that is 
greater than one month; frequently flooded is defined as flooding likely to occur often 
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under usual weather conditions - more than 50 percent chance of flooding in any year 
or more than 50 times in 100 years. 
Federal wetland definitions 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (used by EPA and CE) 
"Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and 
duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of 
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, 
marshes, bogs, and similar areas" (EPA, 40 CFR 230.3 and CE CFR 328.3). 
Food Security Act of 1985 (used by SCS) 
"Wetlands are defined as areas that have a predominance of hydric soils and that are 
inundated or saturated or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and under 
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation typically adapted for life in 
saturation soil conditions, except lands in Alaska identified as having a high potential for 
agricultural development and a predominance of permafrost soils" (National Food Security Act 
Manual, 1988). 
Fish and Wildlife Service's Wetland Classification System 
"Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where water table 
is usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water. For purposes of this 
classification wetlands must have one or more of the following three attributes: (1) at least 
periodically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes, (2) the substrate is predominantly 
undrained hydric soil, and (3) the substrate in nonsoil and is saturated with water or covered by 
shallow water at some time during the growing season of each year" (Cowardin et aI., 1979). 
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Anderson et aJ. (1976) land use categories 
1. Urban or built-up land is composed of areas of intensive use with much of the land 
covered by structures. Included in this category are cities, towns, villages, strip developments along 
highway, transportation, power, and communication facilities, and areas such as those occupied by 
mills, shopping centers, industrial and commercial complexes, and institutions that may, in some 
instances, be isolated from urban areas. 
2. Agricultural land may be defined as land used primarily for production of food and fiber. 
3. Rangeland historically has been defined as land where the potential natural vegetation is 
predominantly grasses, grasslike plants, forbs, or shrubs and where natural herbivory as an important 
influence in its precivilization state. 
4. Forest lands have a tree-crown areal density (crown closure percentage) of 10 percent or 
more, are stocked with trees capable of producing timber or other wood products. 
5. Water as defined by the Bureau of the Census includes all areas within the land mass of 
the United States that persistently are water covered, provided that, if linear, they are at least 200 
meters wide and, if extended, cover at least 16 hectares. 
6. Wetlands are those areas where the water table is at, near, or above the land surface for a 
significant part of most years. The hydrologic regime is such that aquatic or hydrophytic vegetation 
usually is established. Wetlands frequently are associated with topographic lows. Forested wetlands 
are wetlands dominated by woody vegetation. Whereas nonforested wetlands are dominated by 
wetland herbaceous vegetation or are nonvegetated. 
7. Barren land is land of limited ability to support life and in which less than one-third of the 
area has vegetation or other cover. In general, it is an area of thin soil, sand, or rocks. 
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Cowardin et a/. (1979) palustrine, riverine, and lacustrine system wetland definications 
Palustrine system includes all nontidal wetlands.dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent 
emergents, emergent mosses or lichens, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal areas where 
salinity due to oean-derived salts is below 0.5 %. It also includes wetlands lacking such vegetation, 
but with all of the following four characteristics: (1) area less than 8 hectares (20 acres); (2) active 
wave-formed of bedrock shoreline features lacking; (3) water depth in the deepest part of basin less 
than 2 meters at low water; and (4) salinity due to ocean-derived salts less than 0.5 %. The 
palustrine system is bounded by upland or by any of the other four systems: lacustrine, marine, 
riverine, and submarine. 
Riverine system includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a channel, 
with two exceptions: (1) wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, perSistent emergents, emergent 
mosses, or lichens, and (2) habitats water containing ocean-derived salts in excess of 0.5 %. 
Lacustrine system includes wetlands and deepwater habitats with all of the following 
characteristics: (1) situated in a topographic depression dammed river channel; (2) lacking trees, 
shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses or lichens with greater than 30 % areal coverage: 
and (3) total area exceeds 8 hectares (20 acres). 
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APPENDIX 8 
CLASSIFICATION OF HYDRIC AND HYDRIC-INCLUSION SOILS 
Table 1. Hydric and hydric-inclusion soils associated with class I (temporary) and class II 
(ephemeral) wetlands. 
Soil Cla~slfication Soil series Soil map units 
Aeric Ochraqualfs Luther* 355, 355A 
Aquic Argiudolls Cerlin* 706, 7068 
Cylinder* 202,203,1202,Cu,Cy 





Aquic Hapludolls Collinwood* 384,3848,384C, 1384C 
Corwith* 654 
Crippin* 655 
Floyd* 198, 1988 
Fosteria* 879, Fo, Fs 

















Aquollic Hapludalfs Donnan* 782, 7828, 782C2 
Hayfield* 725, 726 
Argiaquic Argialbolls Humeston 269 
Thorp 404 
Vesser* 51, 51A, 51A+ 
Oystric Eurochrepts Killduff* 20C2,2002,20E2 
Entic Hapludolls 8uckney* 636, 1636 
Mollie Hapludalfs Downs* 162, 1620, 162D2 
Lester* 2368,236C,236C2,236F 
Sattre* 778 


































































551, 551B, 5510 
508,1508 

















383, Me, Me 
151,152,153, Ma, Mb, Md, Mm 
658,659 
382 






506, 1506, T506, Wa, We 
389,390 
107, 107B, Wf, Wg, Wy, Wz 











































Alluvial land -Nodaway· 
Aquolls 
Sandy lake beaches 



































* = These soil series are considred hydric because of their hydric inclusions 
- = These soil series were found only in Humboldt County, and were classified under the old 
classification system (Thorp and Smith, 1949). However, according to the old classification 
system, the Ames, the Rolfe, and the Dundas soils were also classified into this group, therefore, 
I associated these hydric soil series with these wetlands. 
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Table 2. Hydric and hydric-inclusion soils associated with class III (seasonal) wetland . 
.... §9.!! .. ~.I.~.~~.~~.~.~!~9D ................. §.~.i.!..~~~!:!.~ .......................................... ~9.!.I .. !D.~.P'p!.~g .. ~.~.i.!~ ............................................... . 
Cumulic Endoaquolls Afton 31 or Af 







Coland 135, 1358, 1135 





































1338+, C133A,Cn, Co, C08,Cp, Cs 
Gc, Ge, Gg 
735, 1735 
4 
458, 1458, C458 
234 






























Hd, He, Hf, Hg, Hu 
• = These soil series are considered hydric because of their hydric inclusions. 
- = See Table 1 footnote. 
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Table 3. Hydric and hydric-inclusion soils associated with class IV (semipermanent) and 






































Mm, Mr, Ms 
811,2811 
511,5118,1511,2225 









* = This soil series is considered hydric because of its hydric inclusion. 


















* = This soil complex is considered hydriC because of its hydriC inclusion. 
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APPENDIX C 
A COMPARISON OF TOTAL LAND AREA 
Table 5. A comparison of total land area data from three different sources. 
County I-SOIL database 
(hectares) 
Soil survey report 
(hectares) 
USGS land use 
coverage (hectares) 
···Boo·ii·e·······················································14·891·9-:-1··1·································1·4·s"346j3·3································1·45s·11":6"1"" .............. . 
Buena Vista 149682.24 148411.58 150300.95 
Calhoun 148644.75 148152.58 148138.93 
Carroll 148271.97 148644.69 147626.49 
Cerro Gordo 148212.83 148981.40 148795.83 
Clay 147765.42 147893.57 148300.85 
Dallas 152817.75 154627.78 153131.50 
Dickinson 98895.99 104380.22 104597.46 
Emmet 103073.74 101790.14 104231.19 
Franklin 147556.08 151778.69 150740.92 
Greene 148410.64 147349.65 147892.76 
Guthrie 154368.77 153510.65 
Hamilton 150136.15 149562.15 149464.44 
Hancock 148766.98 148152.58 148338.12 
Hardin 148045.49 148592.89 147520.03 
Humboldt 112668.48 112770.24 
Jasper 152079.38 189334.85 189611.64 
Kossuth 253644.21 253568.83 252228.60 
Marshall 148975.38 148670.59 148357.60 
Osceola 103909.53 103085.18 103457.41 
PolaAlto 146693.13 145303.49 147442.56 
Pocahontas 150561.68 150742.66 149842.07 
Polk 153850.75 153205.30 
Sac 149935.61 149706.62 149785.08 
Story 149247.18 147116.54 148470.13 
Webster 186514.02 185967.74 186042.56 
Winnebago 104344.63 103888.11 103922.24 
Worth 68014.96 103629.10 104009.52 
Wright 150284.70 149344.01 150624.17 
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APPENDIX 0 
INFORMATION ON SOIL SURVEY PERIOD 
Table 6. Information on soil survey period by county. 
county Field work period Soil names and classification 
approved 
Year of field conditions 
···S·oone·······································1"9·72:75··················································1·S·77·································································1·975····· .. ······················ 
Buena Vista 1968-71 1973 1972 
Calhoun 1973-77 1979 1979 
Carroll 1974-78 1979 1979 
Cerro Gordo 1971-76 1978 1976 
Clay 1957-62 1966 1962 
Dallas 1976-79 1980 1980 
Dickinson 1976-79 1980 1976 
Emmet 1983-88 1989 1989 
Franklin 1971-75 1977 1977 
Greene 1978-82 1983 1983 
Guthrie 1963-66 1968 1967 
Hamilton 1977-83 1983 1983 
Hancock 1980-86 1987 1986 
Hardin 1976-81 1982 1982 
Humboldt 1953-56 date not available 1956 
Jasper 1968-73 1974 1974 
Kossuth 1972-78 1979 1979 
Marshall 1974-77 ' 1978 1977 
Osceola 1980-84 1985 1984 
Pola Alto 1962-71 1972 1971 
Pocahontas 1977-81 1982 1982 
Polk 1987-92 1992 1992 
Sac 1968-72 1975 1972 
Story 1976-80 1981 1980 
Webster 1961-67 1969 1967 
Winnebago 1978-83 1984 1984 
Worth 1967-70 1972 1972 
Wright 1983-88 1989 1988 
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APPENDIX E 
HYDRIC SOIL AND HYDRIC-INCLUSION SOIL AREAS BY COUNTY 
Table explanation 
Map unit = Soil map unit. see corresponded soil series in APPENDIX B 
* = Soil map units which are considered hydric because of their hydric inclusion 
components 
I-SOIL (acres and hectare) = Data from I-SOIL (Iowa Soil Information System) database 
Survey report (acres and hectare) = Data from county soil survey report 
Wetland group = Group of wetland which each hydric soil unit associated with 
1 = class I (temporary) and class (ephemeral) wetlands 
2 = class II (seasonal) wetland 
3 = class IV (semipermanent) and class VI (fens and sedge meadows) 
4 = associated with more than one wetland group 
NRI (hectares) = Soil data from National Resources Inventory (NRI. 1992). the numbers 
in parenthesis preceeding the area are numbers of sampling sites. 
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Table 7. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Boone County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!.!j~~ ............................................................... J~.~f.~~>. ............ J~.~.~.~E~~L ......... j~.~.9~~.f.~.~L ...... gf.9.~.p. .............................................. . 
107 30379.18 30660 12294.45 12408.10 1 (40) 18616.20 
1135 907.44 3570 1581.34 1444.78 2 
135 6710.11 6500 2715.58 2630.55 2 
1636* 2615.04 2520 1058.31 1019.84 1 
167 188.21 225 76.17 91.06 1 
203* 1117.24 1080 452.15 437.08 3 
221 537.44 505 217.50 204.37 1 
224* 228.64 250 92.53 101.18 4 
2485B* 2214.36 1945 896.15 787.14 1 
259 1129.32 915 457.04 370.30 1 
307 1185.54 1185 479.79 479.57 1 
325* 2317.89 2235 938.05 904.50 3 
335 137.66 360 55.71 145.69 3 
354 187.41 205 75.84 82.96 1 
355* 2597.91 2635 1051.38 1066.38 1 
383 942.37 1115 381.38 451.24 1 
385B* 452.36 410 183.08 165.93 1 
444C* 162.11 205 65.60 82.96 1 
4507 841.29 880 340.47 356.14 1 
485* 967.64 990 391.60 400.65 2 
507 79015.63 83690 31977.62 33869.34 1 
511 570.61 580 230.92 234.73 3 
536* 668.28 725 270.45 293.41 2 
55* 44197.24 42530 17886.62 17211.89 1 
559 1657.85 1360 670.93 550.39 1 
585B 3882.46 3735 1571.23 1511.55 2 
6 3988.58 4025 1614.18 1628.92 2 
636* 664.18 595 268.80 240.80 1 
655* 1562.88 1390 632.50 562.53 1 
733 354.77 330 143.57 133.55 2 
778* 465.39 520 188.34 210.44 1 
90 4641.32 5035 1878.34 2037.66 3 
95 14073.69 12930 5695.62 5232.77 1 
Total 214562.04 215835 86833.25 87348.42 



















Table 8. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of 8uena Vista County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey Report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!J!!~ .............................................................. J~.~!.~~L ......... .J~~~!~.f.~.~J ............. J~.~.~t~!.~~L ..... 9.f.~.~.P. ............................................... . 
107 29499.35 31470 11938.38 12735.90 1 (17) 10724.55 
133 9470.20 8015 3832.59 3243.67 2 (4) 2590.08 
202* 1301.39 1235 526.67 499.80 1 (1) 607.05 
203* 1145.34 910 463.52 368.28 1 (1) 607.05 
251 * 1636.87 1530 662.44 619.19 1 
259 921.63 825 372.98 333.88 1 
274 106.23 130 42.99 52.61 1 
31 3703.73 2100 1498.90 849.87 2 
32 376.55 360 152.39 145.69 1 
354 117.94 105 47.73 42.49 3 
384* 1931.56 1815 781.70 734.53 1 
3848* 482.40 440 195.23 178.07 1 
384C* 202.30 245 81.87 99.15 1 
390 3902.89 3375 1579.50 1365.86 1 
4288* 574.54 510 232.52 206.40 2 
485* 875.30 825 354.23 333.88 2 
4858* 1592.95 1780 644.67 720.37 2 
506 460.21 430 186.25 174.02 1 
507 49355.78 45910 19974.28 18579.77 1 
511 2394.29 2325 968.97 940.93 3 
55* 48367.37 48225 19574.27 19516.65 1 
558 302.89 265 122.58 107.25 1 
559 2749.76 2190 1112.83 886.29 1 
5858 2884.20 1615 1167.24 653.59 2 
6 8415.09 8460 3405.59 3423.76 2 
606 567.28 565 229.58 228.66 1 
733 2478.06 2270 1002.87 918.67 2 
91* 14530.01 19300 5880.30 7810.71 1 
918* 11772.01 12420 4764.13 5026.37 1 
92 8192.54 8870 3315.52 3589.69 1 
95 2966.88 2890 1200.70 1169.58 1 
C458 694.00 600 280.86 242.82 2 
C585 1955.81 2725 791.52 1102.81 2 
Total 215927.30 214730 87385.80 86901.23 















Table 9. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Calhoun County. 
Map I-SOil (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.I}J!~ ................................................................ {~£f.~~L ......... j!!~.~~.f.~.~L ........... ,{~.~E!.~f.~~L ..... 9f.~.~.P. ................................................ 
1048 150.52 170 60.91 68.80 3 
107 95550.05 95400 38669.10 38608.38 1 (58) 53096.64 
135 9819.12 10655 3973.80 4312.08 2 (2) 2468.67 
1358 1043.47 960 422.29 388.51 2 
1458 1225.71 1420 496.04 574.67 2 
15858 303.10 410 122.67 165.93 2 
202* 1070.46 1920 433.21 777.02 1 
203* 771.31 1670 312.15 675.85 1 (2) 3156.66 
259 731.98 800 296.23 323.76 1 
274 355.38 540 143.82 218.54 1 
288* 1397.70 1380 565.65 558.49 1 
388 2981.73 4870 1206.71 1970.89 1 (1) 930.81 
4 933.25 705 377.68 285.31 2 
48 1482.11 3735 599.81 1511.55 3 (1) 930.81 
485* 552.13 605 223.45 244.84 2 
4858* 671.98 585 271.95 236.75 2 
506 1390.38 3800 562.69 1537.86 1 
507 62560.04 45710 25318.05 18498.83 1 (23) 21044.40 
508 306.80 200 124.16 80.94 1 
55* 65464.62 72965 26493.53 29528.93 1 (73) 30878.61 
559 1016.91 980 411.54 396.61 1 
5858 307.33 470 124.38 190.21 2 (1) 1052.22 
6 15008.82 15120 6074.07 6119.06 2 (3) 2549.61 
733 974.48 1260 394.37 509.92 2 
90 3683.75 4585 1490.81 1855.55 3 (2) 1578.33 
95 7638.80 8400 3091.42 3399.48 1 (2) 2266.32 
Total 277391.90 279315 112260.50 113038.70 (168) 119953.08 
Water 1098.55 1520 444.58 615.14 ~12~ 1052.22 
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Table 10. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Carroll County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~n!.~~ .................... _ ........................................ J~.9!.~~2 ............... (~~9.~§I.f.~~) .............. J~.~.l?t~!.~~2 ........ 9.f.~.~p. ................................................ 
107 16894.32 17070 6837.13 6908.23 1 (9) 4492.17 
118 39832.52 35975 16120.22 14559.08 2 
133 4972.32 4390 2012.30 1776.63 2 (2) 283.29 
133+ 9522.77 7755 3853.86 3138.45 2 
135 5391.65 5930 2182.00 2399.87 2 (4) 2306.79 
2018 4086.07 3515 1653.63 1422.52 2 (3) 1983.03 
203* 1660.59 2495 672.04 1009.73 1 (2) 971.28 
2315 2121.73 3030 858.66 1226.24 3 
259 475.90 665 192.59 269.13 1 
430 5663.20 6265 2291.90 2535.45 3 
48 612.28 770 247.79 311.62 3 
485* 1864.19 2215 754.44 896.41 2 (4) 1740.21 
4858* 473.45 570 191.60 230.68 2 
507 14733.98 12605 5962.84 5101.24 1 (13) 7851.18 
54 2219.10 2985 898.07 1208.03 2 (1) 607.05 
55* 27801.52 31790 11251.27 12865.41 1 (15) 8903.40 
559 374.87 445 151.71 180.09 1 
58 954.64 1095 386.34 443.15 4 
6 4177.90 1915 1690.80 775.00 2 (1) 566.58 
733 5509.28 5160 2229.61 2088.25 2 (2) 1133.16 
88* 866.24 835 350.57 337.92 2 
8C* 576.37 725 233.26 293.41 2 
90 426.56 520 172.63 210.44 3 
95 2119.62 1525 857.81 617.17 1 
Total 153331.00 150245 62053.09 60804.15 (56) 30838.14 
Water 383.07 116 155.03 46.95 ~6~ 242.82 
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Table 11. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Cerro Gordo County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!:!!!~ ............................................................... J~£!.~~L ......... J~.~.~.~L~~2. .............. (~~.~!~E~.~L ...... g!.Q~p. ............................................... 
107 27532.32 28225 11142.33 11422.65 1 (8) 5139.69 
135 5785.67 6500 2341.46 2630.55 2 
138C2* 7319.67 7500 2962.27 3035.25 1 (14) 2994.78 
13802* 678.59 570 274.63 230.68 1 
151 4183.59 1850 1693.10 748.70 1 
152 8249.37 5725 3338.52 2316.91 1 
153 360.79 310 146.01 125.46 1 
184* 3680.43 4075 1489.47 1649.15 1 
188* 1192.03 1090 482.42 441.12 1 
1936 839.57 850 339.77 344.00 2 
1988* 15644.17 19205 6331.20 7772.26 1 
2018 682.09 585 276.04 236.75 2 
221 1749.17 1365 707.89 552.42 3 (1) 647.52 
2218 221.70 215 89.72 87.01 3 
225* 4251.39 1500 1720.54 607.05 1 
226* 2783.68 3825 1126.56 1547.98 1 (1) 647.52 
2368* 5126.59 6615 2074.73 2677.10 1 (3) 1416.45 
236C* 450.48 430 182.31 174.02 1 
236C2* 6674.62 9500 2701.22 3844.65 1 (3) 2144.91 
236F* 610.12 555 246.92 224.61 1 (1) 849.87 
274 166.81 180 67.51 72.85 1 
29* 923.03 755 373.55 305.55 1 
325* 259.60 230 105.06 93.08 1 (1) 80.94 
329 4956.93 5875 2006.07 2377.61 1 
335 2636.92 2325 1067.16 940.93 3 
354 1382.05 1650 559.32 667.76 3 
382 3518.64 2700 1424.00 1092.69 1 
3918 1171.84 990 474.25 400.65 1 
398 1531.58 1625 619.83 657.64 1 
399* 12390.59 10300 5014.47 4168.41 1 
4078* 3159.98 1675 1278.84 677.87 1 
444* 821.92 820 332.63 331.85 1 
471* 2123.63 2825 859.43 1143.28 1 
507 10662.46 10575 4315.10 4279.70 1 (5) 3278.07 
55* 9398.71 8375 3803.66 3389.36 1 (4) 1942.56 
551 1645.31 1415 665.86 572.65 1 
558 937.84 830 379.54 335.90 1 
559 2538.28 2575 1027.24 1042.10 1 
583 864.95 635 350.04 256.98 1 
6 6039.98 5550 2444.38 2246.09 2 (2) 849.87 
621 2662.19 1510 1077.39 611.10 3 (1) 687.99 
651 1371.17 1170 554.91 473.50 1 
695 903.74 835 365.74 337.92 1 
706* 752.71 750 304.62 303.53 1 
7068* 1810.88 1585 732.86 641.45 1 
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Table 11. Cont. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units {acres} {hectares} {hectares~ groue 
725* 914.90 695 370.26 281.27 1 
733 1322.26 1250 535.12 505.88 2 
755* 1890.42 1540 765.05 623.24 1 
782* 669.71 605 271.03 244.84 1 
7828* 2602.47 2825 1053.22 1143.28 1 
782C2* 253.59 250 102.63 101.18 1 
84 30508.75 30995 12346.89 12543.67 1 
855* 487.21 395 197.18 159.86 1 
936 1779.93 1600 720.34 647.52 2 
95 13258.12 14025 5365.56 5675.92 1 (7) 4249.35 
956 3826.93 5125 1548.76 2074.09 4 
Total 230162.00 227550 93146.59 92089.48 (51) 24929.52 
Water 4313.28 4318 1745.58 1747.49 !4~ 1456.92 
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Table 12. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Clay County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.I]!!~ .............................................................. J~£!.~~2 ............ ...<~~~~E~~1.. ............ .{~.~.~!.~!.~~L ..... 9.r.~.~p. ............................................... . 
Af 4555.31 4567 1843.54 1848.26 2 
Au* 238.77 244 96.63 98.75 1 
85 8573.75 8262 3469.80 3343.63 1 
Ca 2408.99 2177 974.92 881.03 2 
Ce 12926.55 12731 5231.38 5152.24 1 
Cg 162.22 144 65.65 58.28 1 
Co 15720.93 15417 6362.26 6239.26 2 
CoB 625.47 566 253.13 229.06 2 
Cs 2733.92 2645 1106.42 1070.43 2 
Ct8 2488.78 2594 1007.21 1049.79 2 
CtC 314.05 279 127.10 112.91 2 
Cu* 5707.72 5789 2309.91 2342.81 1 
Cy* 5140.76 5261 2080.47 2129.13 1 
Fo* 820.37 831 332.00 336.31 1 
Fs* 1386.50 1366 561.11 552.82 1 
Ge 2340.16 2648 947.06 1071.65 2 
Gg 1166.62 1347 472.13 545.13 2 
GkA* 1028.59 1029 416.27 416.44 1 
GkB* 520.56 533 210.67 215.71 1 
GkC2* 113.71 139 46.02 56.25 1 
GuA* 937.34 951 379.34 384.87 1 
Gu8* 413.63 416 167.39 168.36 1 
Hr 1809.12 1896 732.15 767.31 1 
Ma 38525.86 38469 15591.41 15568.40 1 
Mc 2399.38 2342 971.03 947.81 1 
Me 123.19 122 49.82 49.37 1 
Mh 1470.56 964 595.13 390.13 3 
Mm 936.82 873 379.13 353.30 3 
Mr 285.25 284 115.44 114.93 3 
Ms 1337.67 1362 541.36 551.20 3 
Nc* 24934.94 24494 10091.17 9912.72 1 
No* 13464.27 13864 5448.99 5610.76 1 
Ok 1326.46 1392 536.82 563.34 2 
pr* 51231.96 51623 20733.57 20891.82 1 
Ps* 199.96 206 80.92 83.37 1 
Ro 137.05 152 55.46 61.51 1 
Sn 63.11 52 25.54 21.04 1 
So 682.76 765 276.31 309.60 1 
Sp* 913.89 907 369.85 367.06 2 
Ta 5745.93 5642 2325.38 2283.32 1 
Tr 10360.77 10011 4193.00 4051.45 1 
Wb 516.47 531 209.02 214.90 1 
Wy 15743.94 16035 6371.57 6489.36 1 
Wa 330.24 338 133.65 136.79 1 
Total 242864.20 238375 98287.14 97018.62 




















Table 13. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Dallas County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~n~!.~ ......................................................... _ ... j~.~!.~~L ......... .J~~~.~~f.~~) .............. .(~.~.~.~!.~~L ..... 9.r.~.~.P. ............................................... . 
107 27987.33 30820 11326.47 12472.85 1 (12) 8458.23 
118 2816.24 1200 1139.73 485.64 2 
1220* 1064.08 885 430.63 358.16 1 
1314* 5049.08 7050 2043.36 2853.13 2 
133 2619.72 3475 1060.20 1406.33 2 
135 8499.46 8650 3439.73 3500.66 2 
1388* 77071.56 78930 31190.86 31942.97 1 
1585* 1173.79 960 475.03 388.51 2 
1688* 2210.66 4300 894.66 1740.21 1 
2018 5022.66 4430 2032.67 1792.82 2 
203* 2034.78 1325 823.47 536.23 1 
220* 4329.30 4525 1752.07 1831.27 1 
259 2437.95 1070 986.64 433.03 1 
325* 630.90 465 255.32 188.19 1 
368* 1813.19 1665 733.80 673.83 1 
485* 1902.34 2925 769.88 1183.75 2 
507 50057.30 49575 20258.19 20063.00 1 
536* 2973.81 2525 1203.50 1021.87 2 
55* 39959.00 40815 16171.41 16517.83 1 
6 1351.86 1600 547.10 647.52 2 
88* 1258.44 1050 509.29 424.94 1 
88* 427.62 435 173.06 176.04 2 
90 370.07 290 149.77 117.36 3 
95 1782.64 2475 721.44 1001.63 1 
956 1465.27 1100 592.99 445.17 4 
Total 246309.00 252540 99681.28 102202.90 















Table 14. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Dickinson County. 
Map I-SOil (acres) Survey report I-SOil Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.r:!!!~ ............................................................... J~.~!.~~L ........... {~.~.~~E.~~L ............ (~~.~.~~E~.~L ...... 9.~9.~I? .............................................. . 
107 18562.31 18230 7512.17 7377.68 1 (9) 5625.33 
1202* 538.34 545 217.86 220.56 1 (1) 687.99 
135 3581.76 2950 1449.54 1193.87 2 (1) 647.52 
13848* 1842.62 1720 745.71 696.08 1 
1458 406.84 355 164.65 143.67 1 
1511 1396.05 1770 564.98 716.32 3 
2018 6614.30 7380 2676.81 2986.69 2 
202* 832.40 840 336.87 339.95 1 
203* 966.92 945 391.31 382.44 1 
259 809.81 395 327.73 159.86 1 
274 306.46 410 124.02 165.93 1 
282* 3855.57 3615 1560.35 1462.99 1 
32 1853.77 1700 750.22 687.99 1 
330* 2665.01 2100 1078.53 849.87 1 
331 1292.33 1295 523.01 524.09 1 
384* 3032.74 2545 1227.35 1029.96 1 
390 4276.55 3730 1730.72 1509.53 1 
397 1211.53 1160 490.31 469.45 1 
456* 4332.13 3950 1753.21 1598.57 1 
485* 630.79 590 255.28 238.77 2 
4858* 1834.87 1575 742.57 637.40 2 
507 12726.56 10660 5150.44 4314.10 1 
511 2751.83 2485 1113.66 1005.68 3 
55* 41720.11 43990 16884.12 17802.75 1 
559 1199.51 1140 485.44 461.36 1 
6 8117.91 10330 3285.32 4180.55 2 
655 6120.28 7010 2476.88 2836.95 1 
733 1983.65 1880 802.78 760.84 2 
879* 2084.46 1210 843.58 489.69 1 
91* 987.04 960 399.46 388.51 1 
918* 1113.16 1140 450.50 461.36 1 
92 1430.95 1285 579.11 520.04 1 
95 759.56 780 307.40 315.67 1 
Total 141838.10 140670 57401.88 56929.14 
Water 15365.69 6218.50 
small water area 445 180.0915 


















Table 15. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Emmet County . 
.. ~.?.p. .. ~!:1.!~.~ ................................ !::~.9..!!:: .. (~~~.~~2. .... J.7.~QJ.~ .. {~.~.~.~.~.~~L .... W..~!!~~9 .. 9.r.~~.p. ................ ~.~!J~.~.~.~E.~~2.. 
107 16838.27 6814.45 1 (11) 6718.02 
1133 681.48 275.79 2 
133 1358.11 549.63 2 (1) 1214.10 
135 589.44 238.55 2 (1) 607.05 
1458 1611.84 652.31 2 (1)526.11 
1585 415.05 167.97 2 (1) 566.58 
17078 655.55 265.30 4 
221 5419.60 2193.31 3 (2) 1254.57 
224* 317.10 128.33 1 (1) 1133.16 
259 577.18 233.58 1 
354 2165.97 876.57 3 
384* 928.07 375.59 1 
390 1085.83 439.44 1 
485* 642.63 260.07 2 
4858* 1973.70 798.76 2 
507 50318.82 20364.02 1 (25) 16754.58 
508 879.63 355.99 1 
511 1514.14 612.77 3 (1) 607.05 
5118 227.06 91.89 3 
55* 54692.42 22134.02 1 (33) 21165.81 
559 220.20 89.11 1 
5858 2206.45 892.95 2 (3) 1659.27 
6 8749.46 3540.91 2 (4) 2387.73 
655* 6089.71 2464.51 1 (4) 2509.14 
707 476.30 192.76 1 (1) 607.05 
733 306.73 124.13 2 
811 297.97 120.59 3 
879* 424.45 171.77 1 
90 4823.22 1951.96 3 (2) 1173.63 
95 6916.97 2799.30 1 (4) 2549.61 
956 592.28 239.70 4 
Total 173995.60 70416.03 (95) 61433.46 
Water 4186.74 1694.37 ~13~ 2549.61 
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Table 16. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Franklin County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units {acres) {hectares} {hectares} groue 
107 18823.11 15235 7617.72 6165.60 1 (11) 8053.53 
1135 4730.66 3650 1914.50 1477.16 2 (1) 607.05 
1173* 395.45 385 160.04 155.81 1 
118 2158.83 1125 873.68 455.29 1 
119* 2581.06 2950 1044.56 1193.87 1 (2) 1295.04 
11S 3534.17 5045 1430.28 2041.71 2 (2) 1780.68 
133 2950.36 2150 1194.01 870.11 2 (1) 728.46 
135 11333.24 10475 4586.56 4239.23 2 (5) 3642.30 
151 2298.05 4375 930.02 1770.56 1 
152 6331.77 7740 2562.47 3132.38 1 (1) 930.81 
153 477.06 405 193.07 163.90 1 
184* 11843.95 15460 4793.25 6256.66 1 (3) 1254.57 
1985* 3051.96 4275 1235.13 1730.09 1 
201S 2676.95 3075 1083.36 1244.45 2 (4) 2671.02 
221 1508.04 1525 610.30 617.17 3 
225* 5033.18 5410 2036.93 2189.43 1 (4) 1578.33 
226* 3378.12 4450 1367.13 1800.92 1 (2) 1740.21 
329 19410.23 20085 7855.32 8128.40 1 (9) 4815.93 
335 1635.66 2325 661.95 940.93 3 
382 4255.95 5945 1722.38 2405.94 1 (1) 647.52 
391S 1005.72 935 407.01 378.39 1 
398 337.47 270 136.58 109.27 1 
399* 1283.37 1150 519.38 465.41 1 
407S* 440.28 530 178.18 214.49 1 
428S* 1527.21 1650 618.06 667.76 2 
444S* 1156.76 1120 468.14 453.26 1 
444C2* 198.41 240 80.30 97.13 1 
506 314.57 335 127.31 135.57 1 
507 14439.56 16155 5843.69 6537.93 1 (9) 6191.91 
55* 27516.38 24855 11135.88 10058.81 1 (17) 11250.66 
551 562.08 480 227.47 194.26 1 
559 2599.39 1975 1051.97 799.28 1 (2) 1335.51 
595 549.02 465 222.19 188.19 1 
6 6860.90 6960 2776.61 2816.71 2 (2) 1375.98 
621 620.63 545 251.17 220.56 3 
733 1267.01 1450 512.76 586.82 2 (1) 647.52 
760 250.90 230 101.54 93.08 1 
761* 792.28 680 320.63 275.20 1 
782S* 683.43 585 276.58 236.75 1 
782C2* 197.29 225 79.84 91.06 1 
84 2277.99 2225 921.90 900.46 1 
90 1254.63 1130 507.75 457.31 3 
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Table 16. Cont. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units {acres} {hectares} {hectares} groue 
933 3281.62 4050 1328.07 1639.04 1 (1) 647.52 
95 17265.02 18515 6987.16 7493.02 1 (10) 6798.96 
956 7943.32 4625 3214.66 1871.74 4 (3) 2104.44 
96* 736.28 630 297.97 254.96 2 (3) 2023.50 
Total 203769.30 208095 82465.45 84216.04 (90) 62121.45 
Water 346.03 275 140.03 111.29 ~10~ 607.05 
Table 17. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Greene County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~~!~~ ................................................................ (~.~E~~L ............ (~~S~~.r.~?L ........... ,{~.~.c::!.~E~~) ........ 9.£~.~.p. ............................................... . 
1048 322.35 285 130.45 115.34 3 
107 53975.07 55775 21843.71 22572.14 1 
1135 2755.12 1690 1115.00 683.94 2 
135 6671.10 6825 2699.79 2762.08 2 
1585 507.51 445 205.39 180.09 2 
15858 513.36 465 207.76 188.19 2 
202* 898.41 920 363.59 372.32 1 
203* 1455.43 1010 589.01 408.75 1 
2315 5607.70 5870 2269.44 2375.59 3 
258 210.98 260 85.39 105.22 1 
259 2118.11 1105 857.20 447.19 1 
307 426.26 425 172.51 172.00 1 
325* 2205.65 2035 892.63 823.56 1 
383 5113.84 2320 2069.57 938.90 1 
385* 914.89 860 370.26 348.04 1 
386 1118.00 1050 452.45 424.94 1 
4 3796.67 3325 1536.51 1345.63 2 
458 376.87 320 152.52 129.50 2 
48 1016.03 1000 411.19 404.70 3 
485* 1524.96 1365 617.15 552.42 2 
4858* 1542.91 1125 624.41 455.29 1 
506 393.83 430 159.38 174.02 1 
507 50939.15 55645 20615.07 22519.53 1 
508 655.84 640 265.42 259.01 1 
55* 59578.51 66785 24111.42 27027.88 1 
5858 7100.40 6420 2873.53 2598.17 2 
6 12238.71 14080 4953.01 5698.18 2 
655* 407.24 475 164.81 192.23 1 
658 335.91 310 135.94 125.46 1 
659 2086.87 1010 844.56 408.75 1 
733 2660.68 2500 1076.78 1011.75 2 
879* 958.46 920 387.89 372.32 1 
90 1650.53 1340 667.97 542.30 3 
95 4157.68 3350 1682.61 1355.75 1 
Total 236235.00 242380 95604.32 98091.18 





















Table 18. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Guthrie County. 
Map units Survey report Survey report Wetland group NRI (hectares) 
........................................................................ {~!?f.~~) ..................... J~~.9!~E~~) ........................................................................................... . 
6 338 136.79 2 
54 2995 1212.08 2 (1) 566.58 
88* 1663 673.02 1 
95 133 53.83 1 
107 14097 5705.06 1 (6) 4208.88 
203* 799 323.36 1 (1) 647.52 
212* 842 340.76 2 
220* 3041 1230.69 1 
269 100 40.47 1 
315* 3881 1570.64 1 
354 605 244.84 3 
368* 1159 469.05 1 
507 4570 1849.48 1 (4) 2832.90 
733 176 71.23 2 
11 B 13431 5435.53 2 
133A 3599 1456.52 2 (1) 607.05 
133A+ 7584 3069.24 2 
133B 1692 684.75 2 
133B+ 3054 1235.95 2 
201 B 11071 4480.43 2 (1) 728.46 
222C2 240 97.13 2 
222D2 1333 539.47 2 
428B* 1051 425.34 2 
485A * 376 152.17 1 
51A* 1185 479.57 1 
51A+* 966 390.94 2 (1) 566.58 
54+ 2112 854.73 2 
55A* 15294 6189.48 1 (11) 5665.80 
585B 552 223.39 2 
615B 342 138.41 2 
69D2 483 195.47 2 
C133A 4158 1682.74 2 
C220* 961 388.92 1 
Total 103883 42041.45 (26) 15823.77 
Streams, ponds, 5597 2265.11 
gravel pits, others 
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Table 19. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Hamilton County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~E!!!~ .............................................................. J~.~!.~~L ......... j~.~.~~E~:?J ............ J~.~~t~F.~~L ..... gf.!?~.P. ............................................... . 
107 22555.01 27360 9128.02 11072.59 1 (16) 14892.96 
1221 175.88 240 71.18 97.13 3 
135 2503.70 2460 1013.25 995.56 2 
1507 35500.58 38840 14367.08 15718.54 1 
1536* 1465.60 1290 593.13 522.06 2 
1585 3087.21 5330 1249.39 2157.05 2 
2018 1148.01 1000 464.60 404.70 2 
203* 1169.32 1280 473.22 518.02 1 
221 2669.64 2300 1080.41 930.81 3 
2225 613.98 680 248.48 275.20 3 
259 854.83 810 345.95 327.81 1 
288* 27562.31 30740 11154.46 12440.47 1 
355* 1770.00 1510 716.32 611.10 1 
388 30287.64 21650 12257.40 8761.76 1 
4 571.51 680 231.29 275.20 2 
48 605.20 630 244.92 254.96 3 
485* 1073.48 910 434.44 368.28 2 
5043 408.28 420 165.23 169.97 3 
506 1246.44 1080 504.44 437.08 1 
507 71064.62 63310 28759.85 25621.55 1 
508 596.94 790 241.58 319.71 1 
511 851.79 1010 344.72 408.75 3 
55* 33378.33 34560 13508.21 13986.43 1 
559 863.54 790 349.47 319.71 1 
6 6461.27 7340 2614.88 2970.50 1 
90 3343.68 2880 1353.19 1165.54 2 
95 16560.07 15120 6701.86 6119.06 1 
956 2372.60 1810 960.19 732.51 4 
96* 309.48 300 125.25 121.41 2 
Total 271070.90 267120 109702.40 108103.40 














Table 20. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Hancock County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!.!!.~~ .............................................................. J~£!.~~2 ............... (h~~~f.~.~) .............. .(~.~gt~!.~~2 ........ 9.!.!?~.p. ................................................ 
1032 3741.84 3727 1514.32 1508.32 1 
107 43084.35 41798 17436.23 16915.65 1 (28) 20599.23 
1135 1187.64 1276 480.64 516.40 2 
1221 1123.15 1129 454.54 456.91 3 
1259 1205.09 1422 487.70 575.48 1 
135 4267.91 3916 1727.22 1584.81 2 (1) 809.40 
1506 714.05 654 288.97 264.67 1 
1507 905.20 761 366.34 307.98 1 (1) 1254.57 
1595 3504.27 3245 1418.18 1313.25 1 (1) 1335.51 
1733 617.33 788 249.83 318.90 2 
221 4886.86 4915 1977.71 1989.10 3 (1) 849.87 
2222 2409.04 2494 974.94 1009.32 3 (2) 1537.86 
224* 663.14 808 268.37 327.00 1 
2368* 1825.18 1770 738.65 716.32 1 
259 3717.51 3570 1504.48 1444.78 1 (1) 728.46 
274 861.12 948 348.50 383.66 1 
288* 3213.44 2746 1300.48 1111.31 1 
335 7231.59 7265 2926.63 2940.15 3 (3) 2630.55 
348 5309.31 4919 2148.68 1990.72 1 (2) 1699.74 
384* 2869.32 2821 1161.22 1141.66 1 
3848* 4003.70 4456 1620.30 1803.34 1 (1) 809.40 
388 3161.84 2583 1279.60 1045.34 1 (2) 1740.21 
390 4541.69 5948 1838.02 2407.16 1 (1) 728.46 
4858* 5863.85 5509 2373.10 2229.49 2 (4) 3439.95 
506 1539.02 1370 622.84 554.44 1 
507 68830.86 68844 27855.85 27861.16 1 (44) 26710.20 
511 1349.32 1174 546.07 475.12 3 (2) 1780.68 
524* 1575.90 1700 637.77 687.99 1 (1) 971.28 
55* 50551.89 47699 20458.35 19303.78 1 (47) 26103.15 
6 14581.90 14638 5901.30 5924.00 2 (7) 6637.08 
621 1772.53 1853 717.34 749.91 3 
654* 664.62 703 268.97 284.50 1 
658 1014.36 1337 410.51 541.08 1 
659 4944.14 4610 2000.89 1865.67 1 
811 2213.20 2120 895.68 857.96 3 (2) 1659.27 
879* 1848.49 1790 748.09 724.41 1 
90 2943.54 3300 1191.25 1335.51 1 (2) 1780.68 
95 11550.07 10808 4674.31 4374.00 1 (5) 4208.88 
956 1608.15 1515 650.82 613.12 4 
Total 277896.40 272929 112464.60 110454.30 (159) 108014.43 
Water 1552.53 1926 628.31 779.45 ~16~ 1659.27 
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Table 21. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Hardin County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!}J!~ .............................................................. J~.~!.~~L ............ (~~~~f.~.~J. ............ ,(~.~.~t~!.~~L ..... 9.f.~.~.p. ................................................ 
107 9720.24 7865 3933.78 3182.97 1 (2) 1942.56 
118 2935.08 2340 1187.83 947.00 1 
119* 3867.44 2340 1565.15 947.00 1 (21) 1699.74 
1198* 3171.05 3605 1283.32 1458.94 1 
118 7645.42 6110 3094.10 2472.72 2 
122 108.37 120 43.86 48.56 1 
133 3124.65 3675 1264.55 1487.27 2 
135 9110.46 4940 3687.00 1999.22 2 (3) 2023.50 
152 1669.54 1430 675.66 578.72 1 
184* 820.99 550 332.25 222.59 1 
1848* 501.60 435 203.00 176.04 1 
188* 212.24 205 85.89 82.96 1 (2) 1011.75 
1936 4176.26 2990 1690.13 1210.05 2 (1) 930.81 
2018 6842.38 6795 2769.11 2749.94 2 
212* 417.16 420 168.82 169.97 2 
221 517.12 490 209.28 198.30 3 
225* 738.00 700 298.67 283.29 1 (1) 930.81 
226* 1672.19 1410 676.73 570.63 1 
291* 517.39 525 209.39 212.47 1 
325* 1099.64 1035 445.03 418.86 1 
329 48075.19 44882 19456.03 18163.75 1 (14) 12788.52 
335 535.63 520 216.77 210.44 3 
382 278.70 280 112.79 113.32 1 
4288* 888.99 990 359.77 400.65 2 
457* 312.47 290 126.46 117.36 2 
485* 1184.06 1045 479.19 422.91 2 
506 741.42 725 300.05 293.41 1 (1) 890.34 
507 12279.39 15200 4969.47 6151.44 1 (11) 9915.15 
536* 383.78 400 155.32 161.88 2 
55* 19675.25 24815 7962.58 10042.63 1 (13) 10360.32 
595 395.93 380 160.23 153.79 1 
6 7225.35 8485 2924.10 3433.88 2 (1) 930.81 
696 206.20 220 83.45 89.03 1 
733 1311.91 1105 530.93 447.19 2 
90 1651.97 1625 668.55 657.64 3 (2) 1861.62 
933 1281.07 1495 518.45 605.03 1 
936 1320.91 1265 534.57 511.95 2 
95 26818.31 28135 10853.37 11386.23 1 
956 4306.76 7505 1742.94 3037.27 4 (3) 2873.37 
96* 546.32 550 221.10 222.59 2 (11) 10036.56 
Total 188286.80 687892 76199.68 278389.80 (86) 58195.86 
Water 307.15 750 124.30 303.53 F~ 323.76 
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Table 22. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Humboldt County. 
Map units Survey report Survey report Wetland group NRI (hectares) 
......................................................................... (~~E~~2 ...................... ~~.~.~~x~~2 ........................................................................................... . 
Ad 3138 1269.95 1 
Am 16 6.48 1 
Cu 1603 648.73 1 
Du 980 396.61 1 
Ha 22086 8938.20 1 
Hb 2340 947.00 1 
Hc 4103 1660.48 1 
Md 7647 3094.74 1 
Mm 310 125.46 1 
Or 124 50.18 1 
Ro 1992 806.16 1 
Wa 238 96.32 1 
Wb 7 2.83 1 
Wc 1445 584.79 1 
Wy 52291 21162.16 1 
Wz 11353 4594.56 1 
Hu· 810 327.81 1 
Hv· 244 98.75 1 
Lu· 2551 1032.39 1 
Nc· 59878 24232.62 1 
Co 642 259.82 2 
Cp 443 179.28 2 
Cr 1619 655.21 2 
Cs 423 171.19 2 
CtS 1383 559.70 2 
Gc 7029 2844.64 2 
Ok 6941 2809.02 2 
Op 119 48.16 2 
Mu 806 326.19 3 
Mw 2709 1096.33 3 
Mx 77 31.16 3 
My 923 373.54 3 
Mz 752 304.33 3 
Total 




















Table 23. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Jasper County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.~!.~~ ................................................................... (~~f.~~2. ............ J~.~.~.~E.~~2. ............. .{~.~.~~.~!.~~2 ........ 9!.~!:l.P ................................................. 
107 967.65 860 391.61 348.04 1 
117 422.27 710 170.89 287.34 1 
118 1196.44 1615 484.20 653.59 1 
119* 12708.07 14100 5142.96 5706.27 1 
120C2* 26233.16 26605 10616.56 10767.04 1 
12002* 15378.30 18550 6223.60 7507.19 1 
122 214.89 375 86.97 151.76 1 
133 9546.76 9090 3863.57 3678.72 2 
133+ 4342.56 3295 1757.43 1333.49 2 
135 3730.45 1415 1509.71 572.65 2 
1358 1231.73 945 498.48 382.44 2 (1) 728.46 
172 1799.01 1885 728.06 762.86 1 
174* 404.27 310 163.61 125.46 1 
20E2* 494.55 870 200.14 352.09 1 
212* 771.15 1415 312.09 572.65 2 
220* 6875.96 13150 2782.70 5321.81 1 
222C2 431.21 665 174.51 269.13 2 
22202 387.61 520 156.87 210.44 2 
225* 615.14 580 248.95 234.73 1 (1) 728.46 
226* 2153.25 3295 871.42 1333.49 1 
236C2* 908.63 970 367.72 392.56 1 (3) 2590.08 
24E2* 5443.39 7065 2202.94 2859.21 1 
279 768.41 1415 310.98 572.65 2 
280* 4993.64 6595 2020.92 2669.00 1 
2848* 635.95 690 257.37 279.24 1 
291* 286.84 600 116.08 242.82 1 
315* 1649.65 3295 667.61 1333.49 1 
354 180.85 300 73.19 121.41 3 
4288* 1603.11 3295 648.78 1333.49 2 
43 2525.34 975 1022.01 394.58 2 
430* 10863.69 10270 4396.54 4156.27 3 (1) 364.23 
453 622.60 845 251.97 341.97 1 
507 423.49 400 171.39 161.88 1 (3) 1983.03 
54 10323.90 12245 4178.08 4955.55 2 (2) 1983.03 
55* 1844.70 1885 746.55 762.86 1 
57082* 119.89 290 48.52 117.36 1 
570C2* 1068.30 1415 432.34 572.65 1 
57002* 1190.57 2830 481.82 1145.30 1 
58 23682.25 28160 9584.21 11396.35 4 
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Table 23. cant. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units {acres} {hectares} {hectares} groue 
7428* 416.52 600 168.57 242.82 1 
742C* 157.18 240 63.61 97.13 1 
88* 5780.17 5180 2339.23 2096.35 1 
88* 4384.80 5455 1774.53 2207.64 2 
93D2* 5976.61 6595 2418.74 2669.00 1 
93E2* 3481.63 4710 1409.01 1906.14 1 
C315* 6206.26 9420 2511.67 3812.27 1 
C58 2748.25 4640 1112.22 1877.81 4 
Total 188191.00 220630 76160.92 89288.96 (11) 8377.29 
Water 759.38 720 307.32 291.38 (1)40.47 
Table 24. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Kossuth County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.I:!!!~ .............................................................. J~.~r.~~L ......... j!!!:l.~!~.f.~?L ........... J~.~.C?!.~r.~~) ........ 9.r.~.~.P. ............................................... . 
1032 1895.28 2155 767.02 872.13 1 (1) 1052.22 
107 47089.60 46885 19057.16 18974.35 1 (25) 22622.73 
1133 1475.45 1530 597.11 619.19 2 
1135 1294.65 1180 523.95 477.55 2 
133 3939.06 4250 1594.14 1719.98 2 (1) 971.28 
1338 637.01 560 257.80 226.63 2 
135 4584.43 4805 1855.32 1944.58 2 (4) 4006.53 
1485* 4414.60 4045 1786.59 1637.01 2 (1) 849.87 
150 498.20 635 201.62 256.98 1 
1595 1066.26 1270 431.52 513.97 1 
203* 1794.29 1825 726.15 738.58 1 
221 4832.47 4530 1955.70 1833.29 3 (2) 2023.50 
224* 1211.45 885 490.27 358.16 1 (2) 1902.09 
2368* 864.30 795 349.78 321.74 1 
236C* 415.63 455 168.21 184.14 1 
259 1923.76 1890 778.54 764.88 1 
274 192.03 270 77.71 109.27 1 
288* 10134.29 8580 4101.35 3472.33 1 (2) 1942.56 
325* 193.85 205 78.45 82.96 1 
330* 541.60 650 219.19 263.06 1 
335 3299.22 3275 1335.19 1325.39 3 (4) 4047.00 
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Table 24. cont. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units {acres} {hectares} {hectares} grouE 
34* 829.55 900 335.72 364.23 1 
348 6206.84 6450 2511.91 2610.32 1 (2) 2063.97 
349 1343.29 1565 543.63 633.36 1 (1)1011.75 
354 1068.94 860 432.60 348.04 3 
388 26183.89 24095 10596.62 9751.25 1 (13) 13152.75 
389 2104.44 2185 851.67 884.27 1 (2) 2023.50 
485* 1422.15 1395 575.55 564.56 2 
4858* 4113.18 4185 1664.61 1693.67 2 
506 1199.62 1680 485.49 679.90 1 
507 127287.60 114780 51513.29 46451.46 1 (44) 44719.35 
511 901.64 940 364.89 380.42 3 
54 910.22 885 368.37 358.16 2 
55* 109427.40 101415 44285.30 41042.65 1 (76) 36544.41 
559 1916.03 1890 775.42 764.88 1 (1) 849.87 
5858 2994.94 2540 1212.05 1027.94 2 (3) 2104.44 
6 37815.48 44525 15303.92 18019.26 2 (13) 13759.80 
654* 1243.52 1400 503.25 566.58 1 
655* 14657.05 17075 5931.71 6910.25 1 (10) 8862.93 
658 872.11 910 352.94 368.28 1 
733 2798.13 2245 1132.40 908.55 2 (1) 687.99 
879* 2351.42 2315 951.62 936.88 1 (1) 1011.75 
895 593.52 410 240.20 165.93 1 
90 11387.73 13530 4608.62 5475.59 3 (6) 5989.56 
95 40704.69 38810 16473.19 15706.40 1 (21) 23513.07 
Total 492630.90 477660 199367.70 193309.00 (236) 195712.92 
Water 1106.73 1390 447.89 562.53 ~17~ 1416.45 
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Table 25. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Marshall County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!J!.~~ ............................................................... J~.~!.~~>. ............ J~.~.~.~E~:?2. ........... .J~~~.~~.f.~.~L ...... g!.~~p. .............................................. . 
107 3459.27 3625 1399.97 1467.04 1 (3) 3925.59 
1133 487.75 395 197.39 159.86 2 
118 6313.40 7425 2555.03 3004.90 1 
119* 22213.21 28075 8989.69 11361.95 1 (3) 526.11 
118 20989.19 20750 8494.33 8397.53 2 
1208* 48846.53 54360 19768.19 21999.49 1 
122 451.60 475 182.76 192.23 1 
1220* 1918.16 1485 776.28 600.98 1 
133 4864.14 3750 1968.52 1517.63 2 
133+ 2789.53 3225 1128.92 1305.16 2 
1338 2789.09 1825 1128.74 738.58 2 
135 1701.26 1455 688.50 588.84 2 
1388* 3970.13 3950 1606.71 1598.57 1 
1485* 1637.23 1610 662.59 651.57 2 
150 462.46 470 187.16 190.21 1 
1620* 939.60 785 380.26 317.69 1 
16202* 4141.95 1950 1676.25 789.17 1 
1630* 481.92 450 195.03 182.12 1 
163E* 426.74 355 172.70 143.67 1 
163F* 527.55 535 213.50 216.51 1 
1936 4474.73 5650 1810.92 2286.56 2 
2018 1925.27 2375 779.16 961.16 2 
20C2* 11052.62 11785 4473.00 4769.39 1 
2002* 21648.25 25075 8761.05 10147.85 1 (1) 404.70 
20E2* 1297.97 1020 525.29 412.79 1 
220* 3102.99 4125 1255.78 1669.39 1 
22202 1303.32 1155 527.45 467.43 2 
226* 1916.00 1785 775.41 722.39 1 
40118 334.17 290 135.24 117 .36 2 
41208* 1759.99 1295 712.27 524.09 1 
4120C* 1041.10 915 421.33 370.30 1 
4133 556.68 310 225.29 125.46 2 
4208* 1340.93 1055 542.67 426.96 1 
420C2* 457.88 455 185.31 184.14 1 
4288* 1774.88 1565 718.29 633.36 2 
43 1147.75 1000 464.49 404.70 2 
430* 5454.35 3975 2207.38 1608.68 3 
484* 1868.39 3475 756.14 1406.33 2 
485* 774.43 620 313.41 250.91 2 
507 575.46 530 232.89 214.49 1 (1) 1133.16 
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Table 25. cont. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units {acres) {hectares) {hectares) groue 
51* 315.31 255 127.60 103.20 1 
536* 350.18 275 141.72 111.29 2 
54 4417.37 3300 1787.71 1335.51 2 
55* 3266.00 5350 1321.75 2165.15 1 (1) 1133.16 
595 384.13 360 155.46 145.69 1 
58 6331.16 6250 2562.22 2529.38 4 
6 664.42 675 268.89 273.17 2 (1) 1456.92 
688* 488.65 525 197.76 212.47 1 
88* 1474.13 1300 596.58 526.11 1 
88* 1387.08 1200 561.35 485.64 2 
8e* 827.47 865 334.88 350.07 2 
95 281.85 295 114.06 119.39 1 (1) 1133.16 
Total 213405.60 226055 86365.26 91484.45 (11) 9712.80 
Water 604.52 700 244.65 283.29 
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Table 26. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Osceola County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!]!.~~ ................................................................ {~.~!.~~L ............ (~~~~?~~~L .......... J~.~.'?!.~.~~~2 ........ 9.f.~!!.p. ................................................ 
107 9749.11 9600 3945.46 3885.12 1 (8) 4249.35 
135 . 5811.43 5715 2351.89 2312.86 2 
2018 396.00 420 160.26 169.97 2 
202* 1072.45 1085 434.02 439.10 1 
203* 2670.18 2630 1080.62 1064.36 1 
2573* 520.21 495 210.53 200.33 1 
259 1508.10 1495 610.33 605.03 1 
274 300.01 365 121.41 147.72 1 
282* 5504.66 5695 2227.74 2304.77 1 
31 593.20 560 240.07 226.63 2 
32 2722.05 2735 1101.61 1106.85 1 
354 364.71 370 147.60 149.74 3 
384* 2932.49 2845 1186.78 1151.37 1 (5) 1659.27 
390 2798.78 2675 1132.67 1082.57 1 (1) 526.11 
396 6102.84 5445 2469.82 2203.59 1 
397 5802.69 5570 2348.35 2254.18 1 
4 1353.67 1375 547.83 556.46 2 (1) 566.58 
456* 20718.62 19865 8384.83 8039.37 1 (1) 768.93 
48 580.40 530 234.89 214.49 3 
507 6284.00 6050 2543.14 2448.44 1 (2) 1052.22 
55* 21325.37 20720 8630.38 8385.38 1 (10) 6070.50 
559 1164.99 1140 471.47 461.36 1 
6 1864.55 1980 754.58 801.31 2 
655* 408.78 470 165.43 190.21 1 (3) 1699.74 
735 7999.57 8165 3237.42 3304.38 2 (1) 526.11 
744 338.75 370 137.09 149.74 3 
879* 710.46 695 287.52 281.27 1 
90 443.48 410 179.48 165.93 3 
91* 21555.73 21720 8723.61 8790.08 1 
918* 2424.07 2405 981.02 973.30 1 
92 10321.46 10615 4177.10 4295.89 1 
95 313.06 345 126.69 139.62 1 (1) 566.58 
Total 146655.80 144555 59351.63 58501.40 (33) 17685.39 
Water 431.18 555 174.50 224.61 ~3~ 242.82 
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Table 27. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Palo Alto County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.':!~.~~ .............................................................. j~.~!.~~2 ............... U}~~.~~r.~.~L ........... .{~.~.C?!.~!.~~2 ........ 9.r~.~.P. ............................................... . 
107 31692.73 29335 12826.05 11871.87 1 (12) 9753.27 
133 5765.32 6075 2333.22 2458.55 2 (3) 2428.20 
1338 973.38 890 393.93 360.18 2 
1388* 60067.15 57525 24309.17 23280.36 1 
141* 227.06 365 91.89 147.72 1 
150 2959.68 2980 1197.78 1206.01 1 
172 3543.05 3635 1433.87 1471.08 1 
203* 4154.12 4330 1681.17 1752.35 1 
221 1545.20 1980 625.34 801.31 3 
224* 4938.54 4835 1998.63 1956.72 1 
259 4578.77 4775 1853.03 1932.44 1 
274 427.90 545 173.17 220.56 1 
354 1096.24 1070 443.65 433.03 3 
390 1176.45 1055 476.11 426.96 1 
485* 2919.79 3155 1181.64 1276.83 2 
4858* 1356.37 1545 548.92 625.26 2 
506 714.59 710 289.19 287.34 1 
507 74206.69 74980 30031.45 30344.40 1 
511 1637.06 1525 662.52 617.17 3 
55* 66261.24 60910 26815.92 24650.27 1 
559 4859.63 4445 1966.69 1798.89 1 
5858 1696.78 1635 686.69 661.68 2 
6 14717.11 15315 5956.02 6197.98 2 
655* 1565.83 1505 633.69 609.07 1 
658 1223.01 1120 494.95 453.26 1 
733 1371.80 1295 555.17 524.09 2 
895 822.67 845 332.94 341.97 1 
90 2664.02 2470 1078.13 999.61 3 
95 7156.13 6930 2896.09 2804.57 1 
C485* 3871.74 3610 1566.90 1460.97 2 
T6 280.76 255 113.62 103.20 2 
Total 310470.80 301645 125647.50 122075.70 























Table 28. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Pocahontas County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!.!!.~~ ................................................................ {~.!?!.~~L ............ (~~~~E~.~l ............ .(~.~.9..~!.~~L ..... g!.~.~p. ............................................... . 
1048 334.16 540 135.24 218.54 3 
107 96545.73 86300 39072.06 34925.61 1 
135 6585.08 8140 2664.98 3294.26 2 
1358 551.32 540 223.12 218.54 2 
141* 284.81 270 115.26 109.27 1 
150 175.60 230 71.07 93.08 1 
15858 100.58 230 40.70 93.08 2 
1735 1497.02 1420 605.84 574.68 2 
202* 1558.83 1430 630.86 578.72 1 
203* 757.20 910 306.44 368.28 1 
224* 192.69 200 77.98 80.94 1 
259 3040.75 4810 1230.59 1946.61 1 
274 95.25 150 38.55 60.71 1 
330* 112.70 110 45.61 44.52 1 
4 2769.93 6780 1120.99 2743.87 2 
48 1456.74 3480 589.54 1408.36 3 
485* 183.73 170 74.35 68.80 2 
4858* 504.49 450 204.17 182.12 2 
506 1523.28 1940 616.47 785.12 1 
507 82951.88 70250 33570.62 28430.17 1 
508 586.44 610 237.33 246.87 1 
511 1040.46 1000 421.07 404.70 3 
55* 51516.74 51640 20848.82 20898.70 1 
559 4369.36 4710 1768.28 1906.14 1 
6 16960.62 17280 6863.97 6993.22 2 
651 175.21 170 70.91 68.80 1 
655* 820.04 1070 331.87 433.03 1 
735 1965.65 5570 795.50 2254.18 2 
90 3956.14 7020 1601.05 2840.99 3 
95 7921.97 9350 3206.02 3783.95 1 
Total 290534.40 286770 117579.20 116055.80 


















Table 29. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Polk County. 
Map units Survey report Survey report Wetland group NRI (hectares) 
......................................................................... (~~f.~~>. ...................... {!!~.~~.f.~~>. ........................................................................................... . 
Ac* 6628 2682.35 1 
Ad 53 21.45 1 (1) 849.87 
BbA 50 20.24 1 
BbB 5 2.02 1 
CbA* 13 5.26 1 
CbB* 444 179.69 1 
GfB 231 93.49 1 
Hb 1416 573.06 1 (3) 1416.45 
KaA* 1150 465.41 1 
KbA* 9160 3707.05 1 (6) 2711.49 
Ma 655 265.08 1 
Mb 487 197.09 1 (3) 1173.63 
NaA* 48716 19715.36 1 (66) 19992.18 
Nb* 5087 2058.71 1 
Ra 401 162.28 1 
Rb 50 20.24 1 
Rc 135 54.63 1 
Wa 1267 512.75 1 
Wb 322 130.31 1 
Wc 879 355.73 1 
Wf 35194 14243.01 1 (23) 11655.36 
Wg 18592 7524.18 1 (11) 5301.57 
CdC 14 5.67 2 
CeC3 7 2.83 2 
CrnC 6 2.43 2 
CrnC2 3 1.21 2 
CrnD2 10 4.05 2 
Cn 9846 3984.68 2 (5) 2347.26 
Co 76 30.76 2 
Cp 3631 1469.47 2 (1) 485.64 
Cr 527 213.28 2 
CsA 4620 1869.71 2 (5) 1983.03 
CsB 1918 776.21 2 (3) 1011.75 
Ct* 1794 726.03 2 
Gc 679 274.79 2 (1) 485.64 
Hd* 8168 3305.59 2 
He* 2599 1051.82 2 
Hf* 531 214.90 2 (4) 1578.33 
Hg* 12 4.86 2 (4) 1821.15 
LgE 770 311.62 2 
LgF 5846 2365.88 2 
Oa 156 63.13 2 
SkE 2380 963.19 2 
SkF 389 157.43 2 (2) 768.93 
Mc 369 149.33 3 
Md 398 161.07 3 
Pa 20 8.10 3 
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Table 30. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Sac County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.':!!.!~ ............................................................... J~.~!.~~2.. .......... J~.~g~~E.~~2. .............. (!!~~.!~[~.~) ......... gE.~~p. ............................................... 
107 20531.11 19310 8308.94 7814.76 1 (9) 5139.69 
118 864.77 765 349.97 309.60 2 
133 12533.90 8535 5072.47 3454.11 2 
134 828.06 760 335.12 307.57 2 
135 2798.37 5085 1132.50 2057.90 2 
1358 1199.22 840 485.32 339.95 2 
2018 460.94 265 186.54 107.25 2 
202* 774.89 710 313.60 287.34 1 
203* 1356.87 1130 549.13 457.31 1 
221 395.17 405 159.93 163.90 3 
234 718.29 685 290.69 277.22 2 
259 855.63 855 346.28 346.02 1 
268* 1720.66 1170 696.35 473.50 2 
274 402.17 410 162.76 165.93 1 
31 11966.47 11320 4842.83 4581.20 2 
315* 2141.65 3380 866.73 1367.89 1 
325* 228.39 220 92.43 89.03 1 
354 275.15 220 111.35 89.03 3 
384* 397.63 370 160.92 149.74 1 
390 1728.81 1050 699.65 424.94 1 
3978 479.50 500 194.05 202.35 1 
428* 1951.70 1010 789.85 408.75 2 
430* 2609.28 2280 1055.98 922.72 3 
4308* 429.27 330 173.73 133.55 3 
485* 1569.68 3740 635.25 1513.58 2 (2) 1173.63 
4858* 2472.33 2990 1000.55 1210.05 2 (1) 526.11 
506 727.51 700 294.42 283.29 1 
507 26252.46 27385 10624.37 11082.70 1 (10) 5220.63 
511 3007.33 2345 1217.07 949.02 3 (2) 1092.69 
54 1615.01 1260 653.59 509.92 2 (1) 1254.57 
55* 28650.12 27155 11594.70 10989.62 1 (24) 5382.51 
559 535.75 385 216.82 155.81 1 
58* 5187.96 5325 2099.57 2155.03 4 
6 5200.72 6620 2104.73 2679.11 2 (6) 3318.54 
606 176.78 320 71.54 129.50 1 
733 2262.86 1110 915.78 449.22 2 
91* 31060.00 26520 12569.98 10732.64 1 
92 5948.43 7990 2407.33 3233.55 1 
95 2455.17 2140 993.61 866.06 1 (3) 1699.74 
C2018 760.61 645 307.82 261.03 2 (1) 283.29 
Total 185530.60 178235 75084.26 72131.70 (59) 25091.40 
w 1332.62 550 539.31 222.59 ~4~ 242.82 
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Table 31. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Story County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~n!.~~ ................................................................. {~.~!.~~L ........... {~.~.~~.~.f.~~2 ............... (~~~.~9E~.~) ......... 9!.~Y.P. .............................................. . 
107 67441.47 57750 27293.56 23371.42 1 (36) 22420.38 
1314* 1850.98 2450 749.09 991.52 2 (1) 566.58 
135 11882.06 10925 4808.67 4421.35 2 94) 2671.02 
1585 3292.79 1955 1332.59 791.19 2 (1) 566.58 
201 B 4289.83 3345 1736.09 1353.72 2 (5) 2751.96 
202* 300.95 170 121.79 68.80 1 (3) 566.58 
203* 546.00 515 220.97 208.42 1 (2) 1295.04 
221 437.65 390 177.12 157.83 3 
236C* 1702.90 1205 689.16 487.66 1 
236C2* 1302.18 1070 526.99 433.03 1 
236F* 2031.97 3955 822.34 1600.59 1 
259 1132.21 2875 458.20 1163.51 1 
274 49.22 245 19.92 99.15 1 
288* 2150.84 2245 870.44 908.55 1 
386 843.85 870 341.51 352.09 1 
388 5979.52 6180 2419.91 2501.05 1 
485* 5645.72 6360 2284.82 2573.89 2 
506 414.17 300 167.61 121.41 1 
507 34422.16 25860 13930.64 10465.54 1 
536* 783.96 355 317.27 143.67 2 
54 2826.26 2020 1143.79 817.49 2 
55* 50701.76 49700 20519.00 20113.59 1 
559 1124.45 1930 455.07 781.07 1 
6 4994.46 7205 2021.26 2915.86 2 
90 938.02 835 379.62 337.92 3 
95 14578.44 19810 5899.90 8017.11 1 
956 2739.30 3910 1108.59 1582.38 4 
Total 224403.10 138495 90815.95 56048.92 



















Table 32. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Webster County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) SU/vey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~.~!~~ .............................................................. J~.~.r:~~L ............ (~~.~~~.f.~.~>.. ........... .,{~.~~!.~.r:~~L ..... 9.f.~.~.p. ................................................ 
107 119171.90 113321 48228.89 45861.00 1 (42) 39782.01 
1078 688.30 640 278.55 259.01 1 
133 5237.07 4997 2119.44 2022.29 2 (2) 2023.50 
158 790.10 359 319.75 145.29 1 
202* 919.03 699 371.93 282.89 1 
203* 1182.93 1119 478.73 452.86 1 (2) 1902.09 
21 1018.42 1631 412.16 660.07 3 
21D 96.83 86 39.19 34.80 3 
259 1525.35 1530 617.31 619.19 1 
274 344.96 560 139.60 226.63 1 
307 447.47 528 181.09 213.68 1 (1) 1052.22 
3158* 1033.53 517 418.27 209.23 1 
325A* 4875.79 4313 1973.23 1745.47 1 (2) 1537.86 
355A* 2266.23 4229 917.14 1711.48 1 (1) 890.34 
383 20490.63 8620 8292.56 3488.51 1 (14) 12667.11 
385A* 8294.18 824 3356.66 333.47 1 (2) 1092.69 
386 1590.68 467 643.75 188.99 1 
444A* 277.84 203 112.44 82.15 1 
485A* 1358.89 973 549.94 393.77 2 
4858* 1222.76 1161 494.85 469.86 2 (1)1011.75 
506 3660.20 5214 1481.28 2110.11 1 (2) 3237.60 
507 64317.25 54089 26029.19 21889.81 1 (18) 18332.91 
536A* 1164.58 1830 471.31 740.60 2 (2) 930.81 
5518 194.68 140 78.79 56.66 1 
551D 172.57 120 69.84 48.56 1 
558 136.22 125 55.13 50.59 1 
559 2206.37 963 892.92 389.72 1 
55A* 67133.06 68362 27168.74 27666.10 1 (32) 30838.14 
558* 839.22 351 339.63 142.05 1 (2) 1821.15 
583 366.02 346 148.13 140.03 2 
5858 821.96 630 332.65 254.96 2 
6 17731.94 20526 7176.12 8306.87 2 (10) 9267.63 
606 731.05 1442 295.85 583.58 1 (2) 2104.44 
715* 4118.85 5338 1666.90 2160.29 1 (1) 809.40 
733 286.04 221 115.76 89.44 2 
815 202.01 169 81.76 68.39 1 
90 1354.88 3719 548.32 1505.08 3 (1) 1295.04 
95 14552.45 14683 5889.38 5942.21 1 (6) 5827.68 
968* 1043.23 729 422.20 295.03 2 
Total 353865.50 317770 143209.30 128601.50 (143) 136424.37 
Water 206.27 83.48 ~19~ 2266.32 
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Table 33. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Winnebago County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ':!.r:!!~~ .............................................................. J~.~!~~>. ............ j~~.~~~E~.~J ............ J~.~.~.~!~~>. ........ 9.~Q.~.P. ............................................... . 
107 21414.75 21340 8666.55 8636.30 1 (12) 9631.86 
1133 1521.88 1435 615.91 580.74 2 (1) 809.40 
135 2884.60 2340 1167.40 947.00 2 (2) 1699.74 
1358 931.75 975 377.08 394.58 2 
150 885.79 1010 358.48 408.75 1 
221 5295.96 4830 2143.28 1954.70 3 
224* 1567.83 1445 634.50 584.79 1 
2811 1432.04 1280 579.55 518.02 3 
307 766.63 695 310.26 281.27 1 
321 980.04 930 396.62 376.37 3 
325* 2763.79 2760 1118.51 1116.97 1 
349 461.71 380 186.85 153.79 1 
384* 952.80 915 385.60 370.30 1 
3848* 551.26 515 223.09 208.42 1 
386 1772.02 1795 717.14 726.44 1 
390 4266.24 3700 1726.55 1497.39 1 
507 44859.13 42829 18154.49 17332.89 1 
511 873.39 805 353.46 325.78 3 
55* 26624.62 26885 10774.98 10880.35 1 
583 1643.62 1580 665.17 639.43 2 
5858 376.06 410 152.19 165.93 2 
6 12675.73 14660 5129.87 5932.90 2 
621 4475.70 3945 1811.32 1596.54 3 
655* 2331.92 2520 943.73 1019.84 1 
658 3136.34 2985 1269.28 1208.03 1 
811 2558.29 2380 1035.34 963.19 3 
855* 2003.73 1945 810.91 787.14 1 
90 5076.49 5100 2054.46 2063.97 3 
95 10111.55 10040 4092.15 4063.19 1 
Total 165195.60 162429 66854.69 65735.01 




















Table 34. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Worth County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) SU/vey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
units (acres} (hectares} (hectares~ groue 
107 14337.48 14074 5802.38 5695.75 1 (11) 5544.39 
151 2222.35 2525 899.39 1021.87 1 
152 8979.60 9935 3634.04 4020.69 1 (2) 930.81 
153 289.22 355 117.05 143.67 1 
184* 11981.80 13340 4849.04 5398.70 1 (1) 40.47 
188* 1065.24 1045 431.10 422.91 1 
198* 2961.03 3395 1198.33 1373.96 1 
225* 3248.19 3255 1314.54 1317.30 1 
226* 4216.86 4910 1706.56 1987.08 1 
274 384.82 450 155.74 182.12 1 
325* 1089.38 1100 440.87 445.17 1 (1) 485.64 
329 7679.16 7065 3107.75 2859.21 1 (6) 3237.60 
382 18677.45 18555 7558.77 7509.21 1 (2) 930.81 
399* 3342.06 3355 1352.53 1357.77 1 
407* 835.98 840 338.32 339.95 1 
471* 3712.84 3675 1502.59 1487.27 1 
507 9053.14 . 4790 3663.81 1938.51 1 (1) 930.81 
55* 8666.59 9345 3507.37 3781.92 1 (6) 2306.79 
558 881.01 930 356.54 376.37 1 
559 4767.74 5230 1929.50 2116.58 1 (1) 485.64 
651 1154.10 1155 467.07 467.43 1 
695 1052.30 1030 425.86 416.84 1 
725* 1014.89 1065 410.72 431.01 1 
726* 961.39 960 389.07 388.51 1 (1) 687.99 
755* 2294.75 2275 928.69 920.69 1 
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Table 34. Cont. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~n!!~ ............................................................... J~.~!.~~>' ............ J~.~g~.~E.~~L ............ (~~.~.~~E~.~L ...... g!.~y'I? .............................................. . 
761* 5282.54 4525 2137.84 1831.27 1 (1) 445.17 
782* 1383.47 1455 559.89 588.84 1 
7828* 1203.45 1170 487.04 473.50 1 
782C2* 202.16 200 81.82 80.94 1 
84 7796.79 8140 3155.36 3294.26 1 
855* 1102.82 1140 446.31 461.36 1 
95 4840.85 4235 1959.09 1713.90 1 
T506 769.45 655 311.40 265.08 1 
135 1796.47 1725 727.03 698.11 2 
235 1041.58 945 421.53 382.44 2 
583 1651.86 1855 668.51 750.72 2 
6 2713.74 2490 1098.25 1007.70 2 
733 846.77 760 342.69 307.57 2 
221 2665.34 2040 1078.66 825.59 3 
2218 787.16 820 318.56 331.85 3 
321 177 .09 170 71.67 68.80 3 
335 4874.53 4680 1972.72 1894.00 3 
621 2869.42 3160 1161.26 1278.85 3 
354 3671.66 4830 1485.92 1954.70 3 
956 7114.46 6800 2879.22 2751.96 4 
C315* 401.66 550 162.55 222.59 1 
Total 168062.60 166999 68014.96 67584.49 















Table 35. Hydric soil and hydric-inclusion soil area of Wright County. 
Map I-SOIL (acres) Survey report I-SOIL Survey report Wetland NRI (hectares) 
.. ~!.!!!~ .............................................................. J~g!.~~L ............ (~~.9!~r.~.~J ............ .J~.~.~t~!.~~L ..... 9.r.~.~.P. ............................................... . 
107 39408.77 37950 15948.73 15358.36 1 (19) 16997.40 
1135 1213.76 880 491.21 356.14 2 (1) 971.28 
1221 875.38 710 354.27 287.34 3 
135 4026.28 7250 1629.43 2934.08 2 
1507 24544.48 17304 9933.15 7002.93 1 
1536* 299.59 280 121.25 113.32 2 
1585 3282.17 1520 1328.29 615.14 2 
2018 1595.86 3950 645.84 1598.57 2 
203* 1697.57 2300 687.01 930.81 1 
221 2743.92 840 1110.47 339.95 3 
259 3462.86 3850 1401.42 1558.10 1 
288* 22956.09 25650 9290.33 10380.55 1 
355* 391.64 310 158.50 125.46 1 
388 19667.65 15750 7959.50 6374.03 1 
4 587.39 580 237.72 234.73 2 
48 520.76 540 210.75 218.54 3 
485* 849.78 510 343.90 206.40 2 
5043 47.70 55 19.31 22.26 3 
506 619.36 525 250.65 212.47 1 
507 59440.39 58380 24055.52 23626.38 1 
508 677.08 625 274.01 252.94 1 
55* 45586.26 37500 18448.76 15176.25 1 
559 3156.47 7350 1277.42 2974.55 1 
6 9290.32 14050 3759.79 5686.04 2 
90 2534.05 1850 1025.53 748.70 3 
95 16919.55 19400 6847.34 7851.18 1 
956 8944.84 7450 3619.98 3015.02 4 
Total 275340.00 267359 111430.10 108200.10 
Water 1172.90 800 474.67 323.76 
(2) 1821.15 
(11) 12262.41 
(1) 809.40 
(1) 890.34 
(2) 1335.51 
(2) 1902.09 
(1) 1011.75 
(24) 22784.61 
(14) 13638.39 
(2) 1983.03 
(7) 6313.32 
(1) 323.76 
(8) 7689.30 
(3) 3075.72 
(147) 110685.45 
(15) 1497.39 
